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osing focus when we are engaged in important
activities is one of the tragic features of the
human condition. I will never forget the image of
a Wallaby footballer who lost his contact lens in a
ruck and then staggered around the ground like a blind man
unable to focus on the flow of play. He was effectively
paralysed until he received a new lens.
I had a somewhat similar experience in the classroom
during high school. Like many other students who suffered
from short-sightedness, I found that it was difficult to get
things into focus the further back I sat in the room. Even
when I moved forward, I still couldn’t see properly. I then
realised that I needed to see the optometrist.
Going to the optometrist was a new experience. He sat
me in front of his eye chart and put a contraption on my face
that roughly resembled a pair of glasses minus the lenses.
Every few seconds he took a lens from a tray and inserted it
into the frame. “Better… or worse?” he asked. Sometimes it
was clearer but on other occasions it was blurred. We went
through this process on each eye until my vision in both
eyes was crystal clear. Then he checked my capacity to
discern colours. “Red… or green?” he enquired, as we went
through a similar series of tests. Finally, it was all done. I
walked out of his office amazed at how much clearer the
world seemed to be.
When we become Christians we go through a similar
process in relation to our intellectual perspectives on the
major issues of life. God renews our minds as we immerse
ourselves in the biblical story. This is a necessary part of our
growth as disciples because we are called to “love the Lord
our God with all our …minds.” As unbelievers we discover
that our conceptual understanding (or what philosophers
call “worldview”) of God, ultimate reality, knowledge,
human nature, ethics and the meaning of history is
sometimes seriously blurred. When we look at the world
from the non-Christian perspective, reality doesn’t make
sense to us. The good news is that when our worldview is
shaped by the biblical story we can interpret and judge
reality with confidence.
Peter Hastie
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Dethroning the idols
Our idolatry – prosperity, education – runs so deep we don’t see it.

D

r Mike Goheen occupies the
Geneva Chair of Reformational Worldview Studies at
Trinity Western University,
Langley, British Columbia, and is a
teaching fellow in mission at Regent
College, Vancouver. A long-time pastor
and lecturer, he seeks to communicate
the concept of “worldview” in a new (post
or late modern) era, to many different
confessional traditions. He lives with his
wife of 31 years, Marnie, in British
Columbia, and has four adult children,
and two grandchildren. He spoke with
Peter Hastie recently in Sydney.
Mike, in what sense do all societies
live out of some sort of story, and
what role does this story play in our
lives?
Peter, I think there are two ways that
you can talk about the place of story in
our lives. The first kind of story is the
actual history of which we are a part. So,
when we talk about this sort of story we
are talking about a certain understanding of our history. For example,
Australia, Canada, and Europe share in a
common story in the sense that we all
have similar historical roots. We are
related to one another in a cultural and
historical connectedness. Each of our
national histories has been influenced by
some very significant events during the
Enlightenment. That is one way of
speaking about our story.
Another way to speak about the story
is to regard it as our own particular
interpretation of that history. When you
go back and tell your story, the particular
perspective that you bring often shapes
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your identity as well. In this sense we are
shaped by both kinds of stories. While
many of us may not fully understand the
influence of the Enlightenment on our
culture, the story that is derived from it
has profoundly shaped our identities. At
the same time, our own national history
has shaped us too.
Prior to the past few decades, the
story that you found in the history books
is the Enlightenment story of progress. It
is the story about how Western culture
finally reached its heights in European
culture. This story became popular
around the beginning of the 20th
century. In more recent times we are not
really proud of that story any more.
Nowadays, we are more conscious of the
oppression involved in much of the
industrial revolution, in colonialism, and
in the racism that grew out of some
Enlightenment views.
Many people today want to create a
new story to explain our history and our
basic identity. Whether we think of our
national history or our understanding of
how our culture has shaped us, we need
to realise that our fundamental beliefs
are always being shaped by the way we
tell the story about our history to this
point.
The early Christians thought of
themselves as a “new race”. Does
this imply that the identity of the
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early Christians was shaped by an
entirely different story that
explained the ancient world?
Yes, that’s true. The Christian faith
has its own story to explain this world in
which we live. It is a story that centres in
the person of Jesus Christ. Christians
claim that Christ and His gospel are the
clue to understanding this world.
Christians believe that the great realities
which shape life on earth are the death
and resurrection of Jesus Christ, the gift
of the Holy Spirit, and the promise of the
new heavens and the new earth.
Christians believe that the Bible
contains the key to helping us
understand the great events which have
shaped world history and life in the
present. However, the modern story that
we have in the West takes its cue not
from the story of Christ but from the
claims of science and technology.
Naturally, there are many elements in
this story that contain some truth.
However, the story of modern science is
not the true story and is, to some degree,
shaped by Western idolatry.
It is inevitable that Christianity will
always be in conflict with the prevailing
cultural story. For instance, in the first
300 years of the church’s life, Christians
believed that they were a distinctive
people shaped by a different story. In
fact, this conviction meant that they
would often spend several years
catechising adult converts so that they
would be able to live consistently within
this different story. The early Christians
were quite deliberate in saying “no” to
the story of the Roman Empire and its
pagan explanation of life and “yes” to the
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story of the Bible. When they saw
themselves as the “third race” they were
rejecting the idea that they were pagans
living out of the Roman story or Jews
who were living solely out of the story of
the Old Testament. Instead, they were
expressing the conviction that the
meaning to life was to be found in the
Jewish Messiah, Jesus Christ.
By rejecting the Roman story and the
partial Jewish one, they were clinging to
the story that we find in the Old and
New Testaments, which points to Christ
as the fulfillment of all of God’s
purposes. By believing in Him, they saw
themselves as the third race.
Is this how we are meant to
understand Augustine’s City of God –
an attempt to demolish the Roman
story and provide a new Christian
meta-narrative to explain the world
as we know it?
Absolutely. I think that is exactly
what he is doing. In the first half of The
City of God he deconstructs the pagan
story upon which the Roman Empire
was built. Then in the second half of the
book he sets out the biblical story which
begins which the creation and ends with
the final judgment and the revelation of
God’s eternal city. Augustine played a
huge role in making the Christian story
a dominant force in the development of
Western culture.
Augustine’s City of God was an
enduring influence for more than a
thousand years. It was the most widely
read book throughout that period and
impressed itself on medieval culture in a
profound way. The interesting thing
about all the forces that have
contributed to Western culture –
Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and
Humanism – is that they all understand
the world in terms of a story. It is
Augustine’s book, The City of God, which
has been the most powerful expression
of the Christian story on Western
culture.
Should Christians be attempting a
similar project to Augustine’s in the
modern world?
Yes, I think so. There is a book that
has come out recently called Who Gets to
Narrate the World? by Robert Webber.
Webber was dying of cancer and he felt a
tremendous need to produce this book.
Why did he do this? Why didn’t he spend
the time with his wife and children when
he was dying? He said that he had to
produce the book because it involved the

most important question facing the
Western world today. Webber was
simply pointing out that the most
important task in life is to interpret the
world from God’s perspective. The
problem is that everyone else wants to
tell the story and explain it from their
own angle. Secularists want to explain
life in terms of the Enlightenment.
Muslims think that their story is the
most powerful global story around.
However, Christians believe that the
story that we find in the Bible provides
the key to the meaning of life.

For instance, in the first
300 years of the
church’s life, Christians
believed that they were a
distinctive people
shaped by a different
story.
Humanism and Islam are not telling the
true story of the world; only the Bible
does.
This is why I believe that Augustine
was engaged in a vital spiritual task. He
was narrating the world from the
standpoint of the Bible.
What is it about the biblical story
that is so powerful?
The biblical story shapes us at an
individual level so that it leads us to
personal conversion. However, it does
more than that. It provides the whole
context for our life and orientation. It
begins with the creation and ends with
the renewal of the universe. It gives
meaning and shape to history. As such,
this story must not only touch us as
isolated individuals; it must shape the
way we think and behave as we engage
with the world. It affects the way we
view politics, how we behave with our
finances, the way we approach sport, the
way we look at art and how we
understand marriage. The Bible controls
every aspect of life in the world. This
explains why it is so important to
understand the Bible as a story.

The problem is that if our lives are not
being directed by the biblical story, then
Western culture will provide the default
story for us. This is a serious problem
because Western culture is largely
shaped by idolatry. Many Christians do
not realise that we are deeply
compromised by the idols of our culture.
If this is so, and we are serving other
gods (even though we think we are
Christians), it becomes impossible to
bear a serious witness to the coming
kingdom of God.
If we want to think of the Bible as a
story, where do we start?
Probably the best place to start is
with the coming of Jesus Christ in the
Gospels. After all, He is the clue to
interpreting the story of the Bible.
Personally, I would start with either
Mark or Luke’s Gospel. Mark is the
shortest of the Gospels and is the easiest
to read, however, Luke has the biggest
sense of the story. I would have loved to
have been there in Emmaus in Luke 24
where Jesus explained how He was the
focus of the law, the prophets and the
writings of the Old Testament.
The other thing I tell my students is
that if they want to see the skeletal
outline of the Bible story, they should
read the books of Genesis, Exodus,
Numbers, Joshua, Judges, Samuel,
Kings, Ezra and Nehemiah. Then they
should read the Gospels, one or all of
them. I have said to them, “If you have
read those books, you have the major
outline of the Bible story.” The
interesting thing about reading the Bible
is that while we may have difficulty
grasping some of its doctrines, we can
still live in the light of its overall story. I
thank God that the story of Scripture is
more powerful than our bad
hermeneutics. I can think of people who
are deeply committed Christians who,
despite some unusual views, have
nevertheless soaked themselves in the
story of the Bible. Their lives have been
profoundly shaped by the account of
what God has done in and through
Christ. So reading the basic storyline of
the Bible and absorbing it is critical to
our spiritual growth.
Are there certain major events in
the story that we need to grasp?
Yes, there certainly are. The key
elements of the biblical story are
creation, fall, and restoration. The Bible
is essentially a story about God restoring
the human race and the entire creation
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to Himself. Of course there are many
images that are used in the Bible to
describe its promise of salvation. Some
of the more common terms are
redemption, renewal, reconciliation and
restoration, to name just a few.
However, what we need to remember is
that the Bible story is one of salvation; it
provides the account of how God
restores His creation by delivering it
from the power, condemnation and
effects of sin.
If you ask me whether there are
certain images that are more helpful
than others in understanding God’s
work of restoring the creation to
himself, I think the terms covenant and
kingdom are particularly illuminating in
helping us to understand the meaning of
the biblical story.
How does covenant unlock the
meaning of the biblical story for us?
Herman Ridderbos, a Dutch theologian, once used an image of a cathedral
in describing Paul’s theology. He said
that you can enter the old cathedrals of
Europe in many different ways. They all
have a number of entry points that will
take you into the heart of the building. I
think the same is true of the Old
Testament. It has a number of entry
points that will take you to its central
message, but as my colleague, Craig
Bartholomew, says, “while it is good to be
able to get into the cathedral through any
number of doors, the most obvious one is
the front door”. He argues quite
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convincingly that the front door, or entry
porch, into the Old Testament is found in
the ideas of covenant and kingdom.
The term covenant has to be
understood against the backdrop of the
covenants of the Old Testament. The
notion of covenant reminds us that God
is someone who makes binding promises
to His people and calls them to respond

The great events which
provide meaning to
our lives are best
summarised as creation,
fall, redemption and
ultimate restoration.

in faith, love and obedience. To be in
relationship with God is a solemn thing.
We are obliged to commit ourselves in
love and obedience to Him in response to
His promises.
Are there certain events in the Bible
that are absolutely crucial to its
power as a story?
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Yes, there certainly are. God’s
creation of the world and our fall into sin
are definitive events in the Bible. We
don’t have a biblical story if we do not
believe that God created the world out of
nothing. Creation is the starting-point
for everything. It is not surprising that
the doctrine of creation is often fiercely
opposed by non-Christian thinkers. The
same is true for the fall. You undermine
the Christian faith when you challenge
the biblical account of our fall into sin in
Genesis 3.
Other key events in the Bible are
God’s mighty acts of salvation, seen in
the book of Exodus. These events
displayed God’s power at work in
redeeming His people. Again, the
conquest of the Promised Land is an
important event, as is the establishment
of the kingdom of Israel. So, too, are the
events of the exile and the return.
Naturally, the most important event
of all was the coming of Christ. His
incarnation, death and resurrection
provide the key to understanding God’s
plan to restore the whole creation, as is
the outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost
and the return of Jesus. So the great
events which provide meaning to our
lives are best summarised as creation,
fall,
redemption
and
ultimate
restoration.
To what extent has the church
underestimated the impact of
creation and the fall for its own
sense of story?
For some time now, evangelicals have
focused their theology mainly around
redemption.
Many
within
the
Protestant community have a very poor
view of the biblical account of creation.
In the mid-1980s, as a young Presbyterian pastor, I started reading an
important book by Al Wolters on world
view called Creation Regained. As I was
reading the section on creation, I realise
that I had a very narrow view on what it
meant. For me, creation was what
happened at the beginning when God
made the world. It was a distant past
event. However, I discovered it was
much more than that. It required me to
see God’s hand and ordering in
everything. The fact that God upholds
and sustains all things not only relates to
the natural world but it also undergirds
the whole of my spiritual life. Sadly, this
conviction that God is upholding
everything moment by moment has
been deeply eroded since the time of the
Enlightenment.
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In what sense did the Enlightenment pose a challenge to the biblical
doctrine of creation?
The Enlightenment was intolerant of
any idea of Christian revelation and
asserted the primacy of reason and the
scientific method. This meant that
people were vulnerable to scientific
theories that masqueraded as truth,
especially when they appeared to
contradict the Bible.
For example, was this true of the
theory of evolution?
I think the theory of evolution in the
long run is an attempt to answer a deep
worldview question. And, evolution as a
worldview is more dangerous than
evolution as a scientific theory. Of
course, both of them are dangerous.
Evolution is an attempt to answer the
deepest question of our lives: where did
we come from? It offers an answer
which, in its classical form, discounts
any need for God. I think the influence
of evolution has had a corrosive effect on
Christian thought, even for those who
may regard the Genesis account of
creation as a true and historical record of
how the world began. It’s possible to
defend a six-day creation but to spend
much of your life living with a worldview
that is largely shaped by evolutionary
assumptions. I know that was true of me
in my early Christian life.
I grew up in an evangelical church,
loved Jesus and wanted to serve Him.
However, I had no sense of what it
meant to live in God’s creation. I would
have said that God was present with me
in my devotions when I prayed to Him
and had fellowship with Him.
Nevertheless, for me, God was someone
who was outside the natural order.
So you were living as a deist?
Yes, in many ways I was. I have a
friend who says that almost all Christian
evangelicals in the West are functional
deists to some degree. For the most part,
we do not really understand the impact
of the doctrine of creation. This is
something with which I struggle
constantly. I think it is part of my
sanctification. I have been so affected by
the spirit of the age that I will struggle
all my life to be able to see God’s hand in
the growing grass and the melting ice. In
other words, I’m going to have trouble
saying with the Psalmist, “He makes
grass grow for the cattle and plants for
man to cultivate” (Psalm 104:14). The
theory of evolution has had a very subtle

effect on the whole church and often we
are unaware of it.
You have mentioned the corrosive
influence of modern science on some
of the key elements of the biblical
story. Were there other forces that
arose at the time of the Enlightenment that have robbed the biblical
narrative of its power?
Yes, there were other influences that
undermined the power of the biblical
story. Hans Frei wrote a book called, The
Eclipse of Biblical Narrative. Frei says that
up until the 18th century the church had
always seen the Bible as a story that
shaped people’s lives. However, from the

The influence of evolution has had a corrosive
effect on Christian
thought, even for those
who regard the Genesis
account as a true and
historical record.

18th century onwards, scholars began to
look at the Bible from a totally different
perspective. They approached it from a
naturalistic point of view. They saw it
first and foremost as a human
document, no different from any other
piece of literature. Using the tools of
higher criticism, liberal scholars lost
interest in the overall story of the Bible
and looked at it in terms of its sources
and textual traditions. They broke it
down into little textual bits. Evangelical
scholars did much the same when they
focused on certain parts of the Bible to
warm their hearts. They broke it down
into small devotional bits. So the biblical
narrative was eclipsed.
What led to this approach? I think
one of the things that led to it was a new
way of looking at the world. Sir Isaac
Newton was a very influential figure
who said that if you want to understand
the world you need to break it down into
its smallest bits, or atoms. Once you

broke the world down into its most basic
parts, you then understood the
relationship of those parts in terms of
the laws that brought them together.
Newton’s worldview began to affect
every area of knowledge. For instance, it
had an immediate effect on economics.
People looked at economics by
approaching it from the point of view of
the individual consumer and then the
economic laws that held those
consumers together.
John Locke applied the same
principle in politics by looking at the
individual and his rights and then
relating
those
conclusions
to
government. This view of breaking
down a body of knowledge into its
smallest bits as the best way to
understand it as a part of reality began
to shape the way that people approached
the Bible. Scholars thought that if they
could break down the Bible into little
bits and understand those little bits
using the methods of the natural
sciences, then somehow they could
understand the Bible better.
Are there other influences that have
come from the Enlightenment that
have undermined the influence of
the biblical story?
I think one of the most powerful
forces that was unleashed in the
Industrial Revolution following the
Enlightenment was the notion that
man’s highest end was achieved through
economic prosperity. This is an
enormously powerful force that has
been multiplied in its effect by
globalisation.
What few people realise is that
Western culture began making choices
during the 18th century that were based
on the idea that human progress was to
be measured by material prosperity. Paul
sounds a warning three times in the first
chapter of his letter to the Romans,
where he warns us that God gives people
over to what they desire when they want
to serve created things rather than the
Creator Himself. In the post-Enlightenment period, the West decided that the
pursuit of material wealth and a growing
economy was the social ideal.
The Industrial Revolution in the 19th
century was the first step towards
realising that vision. The second step
was the creation in the 20th century of
the consumer society. Tragically, we
have not heeded God’s warnings. We
have pursued economic prosperity
above all else and God has given us over
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to our desires. Now, in the 21st century,
we have discovered that setting our
hearts on ever increasing wealth is far
from satisfying. It has left us empty. I
think one of the best ways of thinking of
the creed of Western culture is the song
by the Rolling Stones, “I can’t get no
satisfaction…”
Of course, there are other forces such
as technology which are also very
powerful. These are all good aspects of
God’s creation but we have allowed them
to become our idols. This has meant that
we have elevated them to an improper
status and, in the process, have
surrendered the biblical story.
How has the Enlightenment affected
our understanding of religion and
morality?
The key to understanding the
Enlightenment is to recognise that it
presented a different story of the world
than the Bible. The Enlightenment gave
birth to the story that human beings can
build a better, more prosperous and
freer world through science and
technology. The leaders of the
Enlightenment believed that man had
the capacity to create his own paradise
on earth through human ingenuity.
What happened then was that the
Enlightenment’s story of the world came
into conflict with the biblical story.
When a head-on collision between
two comprehensive stories takes place,
there are only a few options as to what
can happen. The first is that one story
will win and the other story will die out.
The second option is that one story will
assimilate major parts of the other story
so that a new story is created from the
two earlier ones. The third option, and
this is what I think happened when the
Enlightenment and biblical stories
collided, is that the biblical story gave up
its comprehensive claim to truth and
tried to accommodate itself to the
modern scientific view of the
Enlightenment. It seems to me that
many Christians have settled for option
three. They have assumed that the
modern scientific view of life is the true
one and then have tried to fit their
religion into that. This has meant that
Christianity is confined exclusively to
the spiritual realm, to matters of
theology and ethics. It has no place in
the public square. It is a private religion.
How has the church’s ignorance of
the Enlightenment world view
affected modern Christian thought?
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I think the first thing that we can say
is that the liberal Protestant church has
settled on option three. Liberal scholars
have tried to make the Bible fit into the
Enlightenment story. Incidentally, there
are many evangelicals who are being
seduced into a similar line of thinking.
The reason for this is that they do not
see the Bible as opposing the
Enlightenment story.
The problem that the church faces
whenever it accommodates its own story
to that of the Enlightenment is that it
has less and less to say about all of life.
When evangelicals accept the comprehensive claims of the Enlightenment,
they narrow their interest to subjects

Tragically, we have not
heeded God’s warnings.
We have pursued
economic prosperity
above all else and God
has given us over to
our desires.
like theology or ethics. They no longer
see the importance of the biblical story
for other aspects of living such as
economics, law, sport, music and art.
These are all important areas of life
which will be deeply affected by the
story in which we live, whether the
biblical one or that of the Enlightenment.
When we conform the biblical story
to the story of the modern West, we see
our role as Christians as being polite,
kind and loving people. We individualise
our ethics and focus exclusively on the
personal fruits of the Spirit. If we adopt
this approach, it is fairly easy to fit
comfortably into the Enlightenment
story. Once we do that, we can then live
by their economics, their politics, their
view of sport and the arts. In other
words, once we surrender the
comprehensive truth claims of the
Christian stories, it is relatively easy to
conform to the ways of the world. It is
hardly surprising that the church looks
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so much like the world these days when
it has surrendered its claim to the
absolute truth of the biblical story.
I think this explains why evangelicals,
in particular, have conformed so much
to the world in recent times. When we
ignore major parts of the biblical story
and narrow the scope of the Gospel to
personal matters of salvation, we miss
the idea that salvation involves the
renewal of the entirety of our lives as
well as the whole creation.
You mentioned earlier that the
Enlightenment has nurtured the
vision that the goal of society is
material prosperity. Has this goal
become an idol even to many
Christians?
Paul tells us in Romans 1 that idolatry
involves taking a good part of the
creation and arranging your life around
it so that it becomes the centre of your
reality. Now there is nothing inherently
wrong with wealth but there is if you set
your heart upon it rather than upon
God. And this is what has happened in
the West over the last two centuries.
In 1776, Adam Smith, a Scottish
ethicist, wrote an important book, The
Wealth of Nations. Smith looked at the
incredible poverty and despair in Europe
and asked the question, “How can we
feed these people? How can we give
them the basics of life?” This is a
legitimate question for any Christian to
ask. His answer was, “We have to build a
growing economy that will lead to
greater prosperity. That prosperity, in
turn, will enable us to make more and
more goods and these will gradually
trickle down to the common man.”
Smith’s solution to the problem was
to use more technology and make people
as efficient as possible in producing
goods. The key to greater prosperity was
the specialisation and mechanisation of
labour. His vision was translated into
the Industrial Revolution, and sure
enough, prosperity began to grow.
The problem was that while material
abundance is a worthwhile pursuit, it
should never become the ultimate goal
of human society. When we make
economic prosperity our supreme aim,
we engage in idolatry. The problem
today is that the West, under the
economic and technological forces that
were unleashed by the Enlightenment,
has made material progress the measure
of everything. Our standard of living has
become the way we judge whether we
have made a worthwhile contribution to
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our society. At the end of each year in
Canada, we are judged on how large our
GDP was. We don’t think in terms of the
number of people who remained faithful
in marriage, or whether husbands were
more loving to their wives, or how many
friendships we made, or whether we
played sports more fairly. We don’t get
any of that; we are judged according to
economic growth measures.
The whole of Western society is
driven by this materialist vision. When
we personally subscribe to that goal of
material prosperity, it becomes our
ultimate aim, and we are guilty of
idolatry. One writer has compared this
to a beehive. Everything revolves around
the queen bee. She rules the culture and
the whole beehive is dedicated to
enabling her to do her work. The beehive
principle works in the West when all of
the culture is driven by the one goal of
material prosperity and the economic
forces necessary to get there. Sadly, this
affects all aspects of society including
education. Education is now one of the
drones around economics where the
whole goal of education is seen in terms
of helping kids get good jobs.
How should the Christian story
affect the way we educate children?
The first thing we must do is realise
that the kinds of schooling that we have
today are about 150 years old. Second,
we need to see that the forms of
schooling that we have are deeply
shaped by the Enlightenment view of
the world. Did you realise that the
Enlightenment
produced
more
educational treatises in the 18th
century than all 17 centuries before?
Why? Well, people realised that a better
education was the first step to building
this new world of science and
technology. So the kind of education we
have today is a relatively recent
invention. If you look at the curriculum
of modern education and the social
goals that are set out there you can see
that they have grown from the
Enlightenment worldview. The problem
for Christians is that we have been
handed this huge tradition of modern
education and it is a very powerful one.

process is to dialogue with curriculum
from within the Christian story.
Christians need to ask questions such as,
“What insights does modern science
have into creation,” and “How have
those insights been twisted to tell the
wrong story? How have they been
twisted by our idolatry?”

The West, under the economic and technological
forces unleashed by the
Enlightenment, has made
material progress the
measure of everything.
If someone asked me to take a state
curriculum, I would cover all the
material but I would be constantly
asking questions from within the
Christian story. I would be asking, “How
has the Enlightenment story been
shaping those insights?” I once had a

Year 12 teacher, whose students were
about to sit a major state exam, say to
me, “You know, if I actually began a
dialogue between the biblical worldview
and the state curriculum, there would be
a number of consequences. First, the
kids would have a far more interesting
education. Second, they would be
thinking far more analytically and
critically. And third, they would all
develop a more Christian mind. The kids
would be sharper thinkers and become
more mature Christians. It would be
great!” Then he said, “The trouble is that
we would only get half way through the
state curriculum because we would be
doing it at a far deeper level and my
students wouldn’t get the best possible
results.” He sought his principal’s advice
about it and the principal said, “You
can’t do it because the families will stop
sending their kids to the school. They’re
here to get the best marks in the state
exams so they can get into a good
university, get a good job, and
participate in a consumer society.”
Sadly, this shows how even the
Christian community is caught up in
modern Western consumerism. The
challenge for Christians is to dialogue
with modern curriculum from the
perspective of the Bible, to discover
what truths we share in common and
how many of the modern insights have
ap
been twisted by the wrong story.

So how should Christians deal with
it?
Take the example of curriculum.
Frankly, I don’t think we have the option
to draw up an entirely different
curriculum. I think that what Christians
are called to do in the educational
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Working model
God works, and so must we – striving to be His image.

Doug Haley

W

ork: we do so much of it.
And we need to do it. We
have to eat, we have bills
to pay, and so we must
work. Yet at the same time we all long to
give our lives to something significant,
something meaningful – something
truly worthwhile. And sometimes we
begin to wonder whether all this work
isn’t really a distraction from more
important matters: whether we
shouldn’t really be following Jesus in
doing “ministry” for the kingdom rather
than working for ourselves.
We’re all called to follow Christ, that’s
the certainty of purpose with which
Christians begin every day. We’re called
to be “conformed to His likeness”, to
“follow in His footsteps”, to “walk as He
did”. While that may sound very fine, it
begins to be complicated when we think
of the sort of life that Jesus lived. The
little of Jesus’ life that the Gospel writers bring to us is largely the period of His
public ministry. Those three intense
years were characterised by many
things, but not least, an enormous
amount of proclamation and teaching,
and very little in the way of earning a living or working a regular job.
Now for the few in our society who
live a life of proclamation, in which
money is given for their needs rather
than paid for services rendered, this likeness seems not overly hard to bear, nor
this path too hard to tread. However, for
most of the Christian population – for
whom explicit direct proclamation is
something that must be fitted in around
other responsibilities like balancing a set
of books, or building a wall, and for
whom earning a living is the reality
before most others – that likeness seems
far less attainable.
There are various ways to live with
this tension. The path often taken in
our Christian culture today is to live vicariously – to earn money by working,
and support someone else to “live a life
of proclamation without the concern to

10

So what of everyday
9 to 5 work? Is it as
dignified a task as wordbased proclamation
ministry, or is it somehow second-class?

earn money”. In one sense supporting
such people is a fine thing to do, and
should be commended. But in another
sense, for those for whom this is the
day-to-day reality of their lives, this is
profoundly unsatisfying. Who wants to
live their Christian life supporting
someone else to do the things Christ
commanded us to do? Who wants to
live a life of obedience at one degree
remove?

S

o what of everyday 9 to 5 work?
What value can be put on it? Is it as
dignified a task as word-based proclamation ministry, or is it somehow secondclass? How are Christians to see their
lives, if their lives do not immediately
seem to reflect the particulars of the
manner of Jesus’ life?
Perhaps we should reconsider what it
is to which we are called. Romans 8:29
gives us an expression of God’s purpose
for our lives, and it is quite specific: “For
those whom He foreknew He also predestined to be: conformed to the image of
His Son.” A superficial reading might
lead to someone muttering: “See, I am
supposed to do exactly the things He
did.” But that would be to miss something deeper going on. It’s not by chance
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that the Bible writers chose the words
they did, and that most profound calling
to echo Christ’s image is a calling with a
long history and a percentage of obvious
visible content something like an iceberg. Our calling is to be conformed to
the image of Christ, as He is Himself the
image of the invisible God (Col. 1:15) –
to be therefore conformed to the image
of the invisible God… and in that
moment we begin to hear the distant
notes of an old song, long played, seldom
practised.
When God created humanity He did
so with a certain shape and purpose: to
be the image of the invisible God (Gen.
1:27). Jesus came and lived and died and
rose as the perfect revelation of that
image. All Christians are now called to
echo the image by being conformed to
Christ. This is not a call to something
new, but rather to something old, a call
not to discover some new way to be
human, but rather to re-discover the
purpose for which we were originally
created, and that purpose was never historically constricted to word proclamation.
Our original created purpose was to
exercise dominion over God’s creation;
to extend the boundaries of the Garden
of Eden such that God’s very good order
might be found in fullness throughout
all creation (Gen. 1:26-31, 2:8). It was a
calling to bring God’s rule to bear in
every aspect of the creation.
Now obviously one way to bring God’s
rule to bear is to speak His words after
Him, but it is also the case that God’s
rule extends to more than just our ears
and the knowledge that may be garnered
by them. We had in those days dominion
over the fish of the sea, the birds of the
air and every living thing that moves on
the earth. Now whatever it means to
have dominion over the fish of the sea, it
surely doesn’t primarily mean preaching
to them.
How does one have dominion in the
modern world? A first step is to call peo-

w o r l d v i e w
ple to repent of their failure to exercise
their God-given dominion, to trust in
Jesus as a propitiation for that disobedience, and to teach them once again what
it means to be human after the image of
Christ, who is the image of God. Every
other step is to bear that image well
wherever you find yourself.

music, to echo, to image their God as He
creates music and Himself delights in
song.
This responsibility to be God’s image
in the world in everything we do extends
to anything we may do. Almost any

W

hat might it mean to bear the
image for an accountant? Well
presumably, it means that God’s rule of
truth will prevail, also God’s rule in
order. If an accountant is exercising
dominion well, then the financial
records will be true, ordered and done in
such a way that people thank God for
such a good accountant. What might it
mean for a police officer? God is a God
of justice and mercy. It is therefore
incumbent upon a Christian police officer to see that these dual strands of
God’s character are expressed in their
work. If a police officer is imaging God,
those who feel the protection, justice
and mercy of his hand should be feeling
something of the protection, justice and
mercy of God Himself, reflected, represented and echoed in the manner and
priorities of that image of God in uniform.
What might it mean for a doctor or
psychologist? God is a God of healing.
Jesus was moved with compassion when
He looked upon the plight of the lost and
outcast. Thus to be a doctor or psychologist in the image of God must mean to
strive for healing in those fields. It will
mean a mastery of the discipline as best
it may be mastered, such that people are
healed in body and mind to the fullest
extent we can attain. What does it mean
for a plumber, a carpenter, or a builder?
A warm house with good plumbing
makes an enormous difference to public
health, so that is a start. But we may go
further. When God creates He does so in
beautiful ways, and functional ways, to
be the image of God will be to reflect
those qualities also. And if God does
value beauty, which He certainly does
(Eccles. 3:11), then to be His image is to
strive for this also, in our architecture,
our gardens, our art, our music.
Music is a particularly fascinating
subject. God is a god of order Who calls
for singing and music from His people,
and if there is to be any content to passages like Zephaniah 3:17, then in some
sense God Himself sings. To bear the
image of God will mean that some
Christians will be musicians, striving to
bring that beauty, order, and joy to their

This responsibility to be
God’s image in the world
in everything we do
extends to anything
we may do.

career path we may take can and should
be redeemed to reflect God’s character
and priorities within it. And this is not
some lesser task to word proclamation;
this is something of what it means to
have the rule of God, the Kingdom of
God, expressed on earth as in heaven and
to fulfil both our created purpose and the

purpose for which we have been
redeemed.
The body of Christ, as it expresses the
Kingdom of God in the world, needs
every organ operating in accordance with
God’s image. Our tradespeople, our
white collar workers, our defence personnel, our government officials and judiciary, as well as our word proclamation
ministries, all need to be obedient to the
calling to be the image of Christ who is
the image of God. As the body of Christ,
we must do that which we have been
called to do: glorify God and enjoy Him.
So Christian workers should take
heart – whether you are in an office, raising children, or driving a truck. You have
a particular task to fulfill exactly where
you are, be the image of God where you
are, bring God’s dominion to bear on
what you do, those you know, and all
that you can influence and affect. You
are of the body of Christ and the mouth
should not say to the hand: “I don’t need
you.” On the contrary, words are just
words until someone hears them and
ap
puts them into practice.
Doug Haley is the assistant
minister at St Andrew’s,
Newcastle.
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Every square inch
Christ’s lordship answers the two great questions of ministry.

Mark Glanville

R

eframe for a moment the
mission of your local church
in this way: it is a community
that displays in its life, words
and deeds the restorative rule of Christ
to its neighbourhood and places of work.
Imagine a community that rejects the
idols of our time, living instead with
generosity and joy. Imagine a community that is deeply involved in the lives of
people in its neighbourhood. The
Lordship of Christ mobilises the church
to engage its community in all its fullness: relationally, financially, spiritually,
vocationally, etc.
A man in the church where I pastor
has rearranged his own life to fit this
model of mission. He has reduced his
hours of paid work so that he has the
time to serve the people around him: to
befriend some Muslim men who live
nearby, to do odd jobs for struggling
neighbours, and to start an ESL class. In
order to make this commitment, he and
his family have taken a significant cut in
income.
My friend is striving to live out of
what Abraham Kuyper and James Orr
first called a Christian worldview. He is
convinced that Christ’s Lordship has
implications for every aspect of our
lives, including the family budget and
how he spends his time. Every aspect of
culture and community comes under the
Lordship of Christ: family life, work life,
politics, media, education etc. Every
office block and every classroom will one
day come under His restorative rule. As
Abraham Kuyper famously said, “There
is not one square inch in all of creation
over which Jesus does not declare
‘mine’.”
Leslie Newbigin writes that some
facts call “for a considerable, perhaps
even radical, rearrangement of our mental furniture”. “Jesus is Lord”, Newbigin
says, is that kind of fact.
Abraham Kuyper realised, when he
embraced that fact, that he was not
embracing a personal fact just for him-
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With the confession
‘Jesus is Lord’ the
Christian affirms that
this world was wonderfully and purposefully
created by Jesus Christ.
self but a new view of and vision for the
whole world. With the confession “Jesus
is Lord” the Christian affirms that this
world was wonderfully and purposefully
created by Jesus Christ. Yet because of
human sinfulness it now groans; it is
mottled with both brokenness and
beauty. God has called a community, the
church, to steward His world that it
might escape its present deep alienation,
and turn towards its original meaning
and its ultimate destination, which is
our Lord Jesus Christ Himself.
For Kuyper, the Lordship of Christ is
foundational for the mission of the
church: Christians have the responsibility as stewards in every sphere of God’s
world. This perspective mobilised him
into public life in his country the
Netherlands, particularly in the area of
politics. Kuyper served as the editor of a
leading Dutch newspaper and as Prime
Minister of the Netherlands for four
years. In both these capacities, he strove
to bring the areas of society and politics
back under the rule of Christ.
Often however our churches do not
have this distinctive view of the world.
Atheistic
philosopher
Friedrich
Nietzsche wrote of the church: “They
would have to sing better songs for me to
learn to have faith in their Redeemer:
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and his disciples would have to look
more redeemed!”
Nietzsche observed that significant
aspects of the lives of God’s people
remain untouched, unredeemed, by
Christ’s Lordship – and this repelled
him. Doubtless he was right.
The choices of my friend who has
taken a cut in pay to engage in the lives
of neighbours point us to what is
arguably the first step in “looking
redeemed”, in embracing a Christian
worldview: discerning the idols in our
culture and redeeming those parts of our
culture influenced by idolatry. Are not
wealth and the “me” time nothing less
than idols of our age? My friend has put
aside both of these.

C

anadian scholar Mike Goheen has
provided a helpful summary of
what a redeemed community can look
like: a redeemed people will be a community of justice in a world of economic
and ecological injustice; a community of
generosity and simplicity (of “enough”)
in a consumer world; a community of
selfless giving in a world of selfishness; a
community of truth (humility and boldness) in a world of relativism; a community of hope in a world of disillusionment and consumer satiation; a community of joy in a world frantically pursuing
pleasure; a community of thanksgiving
in a world of entitlement; and a community who experiences God’s presence in a
secular world.
Let us note two further implications
of a Christian worldview for the mission
of the local church. A local church must
realise that the mission of the church is
to the whole person, and to the whole
world. Mission conceived as exclusively
verbal proclamation is an overly narrow
expression of the gospel — which leaves
us open to the scepticism of Nietzsche.
Mission must be defined Christologically. That is, the mission of the
local church must be defined in terms of
the mission of Christ Himself. Christ

w o r l d v i e w
relates to His world as its Creator,
Sustainer and Redeemer. It is not merely
souls, but whole persons who will be
restored, and this in a renewed earth
that Christ will establish when He
returns.
Therefore the local church engages
with the people who share its streets and
suburbs, not merely as souls to save but
as whole people to love, care for and
enjoy life with. As we do this, we attend
to the spiritual, emotional, relational
and physical needs of our friends and
neighbours.
One area of need that we have found
in our church’s neighbourhood is indigenous families who are struggling to provide for their children. Our church
preschool, under the direction of Jan
Wright, has embarked on a ministry to
these families. We bought a bus so we
could pick these children up at their
front door each morning, giving them
breakfast if they haven’t been fed, and
incorporating indigenous stories, music,
and art into the teaching program at the
preschool. Research demonstrates that
when a cycle of dysfunction is evident in
any family, the most effective intervention is to introduce healthy experiences
into the lives of the children when they
are four to six years old. Children who
graduate from this program are highly
likely to enter mainstream schooling
successfully.
It is critical for the impact of a local
church that it embodies the comprehensive scope of God’s restorative rule and
that it thereby engages in justice (both
for humankind and for the environment), living as a sign to the restorative
rule of Christ.

F

inally, a local congregation that is
shaped by a biblical worldview
realises that it is from Monday to
Saturday that it displays to the world
most fully the gracious Lordship of
Christ — as the “congregation scattered”. It is precisely through a community that has been transformed by the
gospel and then “called” into the office,

work-site, play-groups etc that the
Lordship of Christ is manifest to the
world. Newbigin writes: “The exercise of
(the church’s) priesthood is not within
the walls of the church but in the daily
business of the world. It is only in this
way that the public life of the world, its
accepted habits and assumptions, can be
challenged by the gospel and brought
under the searching light of the truth as

It is from Monday to
Saturday that a local
congregation displays
to the world most fully
the gracious Lordship
of Christ.
it has been revealed in Jesus.”
The “church gathered” occurs every
Sunday. The worship of the Christian
community, in prayer and song, word
and sacraments, nourishes the community of believers to live as signs to the
Lordship of Christ in places and situations to which they are called Monday to
Friday.
Yet Newbigin laments the “deepseated and persistent failure of the
churches to recognise that the primary
witness to the sovereignty of Christ
must be given, and can only be given, in
the ordinary secular work of lay men and
women in business, in politics, in professional work, as farmers, factory workers and so on”.
It is evident that the task before
church pastors is complex indeed. First,
pastors must affirm that the primary
ministry of the congregation does not

take place within the church building,
but in the world. Next, pastors must be
sufficiently informed about the unique
challenges facing members of their congregation in their various workplaces
and sufficiently aware of cultural mores
and idols, so as to helpfully prepare the
congregation for their ministry as the
“church scattered”.
One positive step may be to interview
members of the congregation during the
church service about how they serve the
Lord at work. Another could be to hold a
commissioning service at the beginning
of each year, where workers are commissioned by the congregation to be signs to
the Lordship of Christ in their work
place. I have not been a part of something like this as yet — I would be interested to hear from anyone who has.
To conclude: Two great questions
rightly lay claim to the passion and
attention of pastors and local church
leaders. All other goals and concerns
may be judged by their proximity to
these two questions. (And, importantly,
any goal or concern that is not proximate to them is a distraction.) The first
question is, how can a local church be
mobilised for mission, into the lives of
their friends and neighbours and into
their places of work?
The second question is, what, according to scripture, ought to be the nature
and shape of the mission of the local
church? How ought a church minister to
its local community in life, word and
deed? What images and motifs does
scripture provide to describe the mission
of the local church? Both of these questions will be addressed when a local
church grasps the implications of the
comprehensive Lordship of Christ for its
ap
life and mission.
Mark Glanville works as
senior pastor of Tregear
Presbyterian Church, Mt
Druitt, Western Sydney. Mark
is also studying towards a PhD
on social justice in the Old
Testament.
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A lost art
A tried and true way of teaching is needed again.

J. I. Packer and Gary A. Parrett

H

istorically, the church’s
ministry of grounding new
believers in the rudiments
of Christianity has been
known as catechesis — the growing of
God’s people in the gospel and its
implications for doctrine, devotion, duty,
and delight. It is a ministry that has
waxed and waned through the centuries.
It flourished between the second and
fifth centuries in the ancient church.
Those who became Christians often
moved into the faith from radically
different worldviews. The churches
rightly sought to ensure that these liferevolutions were processed carefully,
prayerfully, and intentionally, with
thorough understanding at each stage.
With the tightening of the alignment
between church and state in the West,
combined with the impact of the Dark
Ages, the ministry of catechesis
floundered. The Reformers, led by
heavyweights Luther and Calvin, sought
with great resolve to reverse matters.
Luther restored the office of catechist to
the churches.
And seizing upon the providential
invention of the printing press, Luther,
Calvin, and others made every effort to
print and distribute catechisms — small
handbooks to instruct children and “the
simple” in the essentials of Christian
belief, prayer, worship, and behavior (like
the Westminster Shorter Catechism).
Catechisms of greater depth were
produced for Christian adults and
leaders (like Luther’s Larger Catechism).
Furthermore, entire congregations were
instructed through unapologetically
catechetical preaching and the regular
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For most contemporary
evangelicals the entire
idea of catechesis is
largely an alien concept.
The very word itself is
greeted with suspicion.

catechising of children in Sunday
worship.
The conviction of the Reformers that
such catechetical work must be primary
is unmistakable. Calvin, writing in 1548
to the Lord Protector of England,
declared, “Believe me, Monseigneur, the
church of God will never be preserved
without catechesis.” The Church of
Rome, responding to the growing
influence of the Protestant catechisms,
soon began to produce its own. The
rigorous work of nurturing believers and
converts in the faith once for all delivered
to the saints, a didactic discipline largely
lost for most of the previous millennium,
had become normative again for both
Catholics and Protestants.

T

he critical role of catechesis in
sustaining the church continued to
be apparent to subsequent evangelical
trailblazers of the English-speaking
world. Richard Baxter, John Owen,
Charles Spurgeon, and countless other
pastors and leaders saw catechesis as one
of their most obvious and basic pastoral
duties. If they could not wholeheartedly
embrace and utilise an existing
catechism for such instruction, they
would adapt or edit one or would simply
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write their own. A pastor’s chief task, it
was widely understood, was to be the
teacher of the flock.
Today, however, things are quite
different, and that for a host of reasons.
The church in the West has largely
abandoned serious catechesis as a
normative practice. Among the more
surprising of the factors that have
contributed to this decline are the
unintended consequences of the great
Sunday school movement.
This lay-driven phenomenon swept
across North America in the 1800s and
came to dominate educational efforts in
most evangelical churches through the
20th century. It effectively replaced
pastor-catechists
with
relatively
untrained lay workers, and substituted
an instilling of familiarity (or shall we
say, perhaps, over-familiarity) with Bible
stories for any form of grounding in the
basic beliefs, practices, and ethics of the
faith.
Thus, for most contemporary
evangelicals the entire idea of catechesis
is largely an alien concept. The very word
itself — catechesis, or any of its
associated terms, including catechism —
is greeted with suspicion by most
evangelicals today. (“Wait, isn’t that a
Roman Catholic thing?”)
We are persuaded that Calvin had it
right and that we are already seeing the
sad, even tragic, consequences of
allowing the church to continue
uncatechised in any significant sense.
We are persuaded, further, that
something can and must be done to help
the Protestant churches steer a wiser
course. What we are after, to put it
otherwise, is to encourage our fellow
evangelicals to seriously consider the
wisdom of building believers the oldap
fashioned way.
An edited excerpt from Grounded in the
Gospel: Building Believers the OldFashioned Way (Baker, 2010). Reprinted
with permission.
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Confrontation time!
20 daily Bible studies in Mark 6-10

L

ast month we looked at the first five chapters of
Mark under the heading “Onward Christian
Soldiers”. Jesus never said serving in His army
would be easy. He is a very confrontational and
challenging figure.
This month we will go through the next five chapters of
Mark and find Him challenging His contemporary worldview as He confronted people, situations, authorities, traditions, and the spiritual realm of evil spirits. We will also find
Him confronting us with the challenge to recognise Him as
the Son of God who came “not to be served, but to serve, and
give His life as a ransom for many” (Mark 10:45). He will
call us to face up to the fact that in His Kingdom we have to
adopt a completely different worldview from our contemporary one, one in which “anyone who wants to be first must
be the servant of all” (Mark 10:44), and where “if anyone
would come after me, he must deny himself and take up his
cross and follow me” (Mark 8:34).
God’s Word confronts us. It says of itself that it “is living
and active. Sharper than any double-edged sword, it
penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and
marrow; it judges the thoughts and attitudes of the heart”
(Hebrews 4:12). That is why we ought to read it daily. May
these notes help you to discover more of the power of God’s
Word to challenge your worldview and effect whatever
changes are needed in your life.

Bruce Christian is a former
Moderator-General of the Presbyterian
Church of Australia.
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Familiarity breeds contempt.

DAY 1
THE PASSAGE

MARK 6:1-6

THE POINT The divine side of Jesus’ nature was offensive to
those most familiar with His humanity. It became a stumbling
block to them.

they were unable to see the clear demonstration that He was
God.
• The people’s lack of faith didn’t stop Jesus from teaching, but
His healing ministry was affected and only a few benefited.

THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus was committed to regular Sabbath synagogue attendance.
• The wisdom shown in Jesus’ teaching and the power of His
miracles demanded a response from those He confronted.
• The people from Jesus’ home town who had watched Him
grow up as a child were so convinced about His humanness

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Are you so convinced about Jesus as a man that you have
trouble believing the evidence that shows He was also God?
• How can we keep a good balance between these two sides of
Jesus’ nature? Does it matter if we don’t?
• Are you excited about the uniqueness of Jesus? ... and about
His power to bring real healing to broken people?

Christianity confronts.

DAY 2
THE PASSAGE

MARK 6:7-13

THE POINT The mission of Jesus’ Church is a single-minded
taking of the Gospel of repentance-and-faith out to a lost
world, depending on Him alone to provide the resources and
achieve the results.
THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus called His disciples in, then sent them out.
• Jesus sent His disciples out on their mission in pairs.
• The missionaries were not to be weighed down by unnecessary baggage that would hinder their progress or detract from
their total and constant dependence on God to supply all their

needs.
• They were not to waste time on people who weren’t interested.
• God’s power was clearly evident in them and brought results.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Have you COME to Jesus? Are you prepared to GO for Him?
• Is there anything you could trim off your lifestyle that would
enable you to be more focussed as a follower of Jesus?
• Is the need for repentance a basic part of your understanding
of the Gospel? Why is it unpopular today? Does this matter?

Heads you lose.

DAY 3
THE PASSAGE

MARK 6:14-29

THE POINT Obedience to God and making a public stand for
what is right can be very costly – even to the point of death.
God sometimes allows the evil in men’s hearts to run its
course – for a time.
THE PARTICULARS
• John the Baptist’s ministry had a profound effect on Herod.
• The blatant sin of Herod and Herodias, left unchecked, had a
devastating effect on the lives of many other people.
• Becoming intoxicated with partying caused Herod to make an
unsound judgement with far-reaching consequences.

• It is a sad and sobering fact that the sinful heart of man is
capable of unimaginable evil (see Jeremiah 17:9).

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Have you ever had to make a public stand for truth (at
school, work, sport, etc) and then had to suffer hurtful consequences?
• If God is sovereign in all things, why does He let things like
this happen? Does Jesus’ death help us to answer this question?
• Do you pray for Christians who are being severely persecuted
today because they are making a stand for Jesus?

Feeding shepherdless sheep.

DAY 4
THE PASSAGE

MARK 6:30-44

THE POINT Jesus’ overriding passion was His concern for
lost souls, but He also saw the need for rest and refreshment.
As man He understands our needs – as God He can always
meet them.
THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus recognised the need for time out with His disciples.
• Jesus put the pressing needs of others ahead of His own
needs.
• Jesus saw the people as sheep without a shepherd. He saw
their most urgent need was to be fed from God’s Word (34).
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• Meagre resources in Jesus’ hands can achieve great things.
• Jesus acknowledged God as the provider of all things (41)
then showed Himself to be God by multiplying the loaves and
fish.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• How can we balance our time out with God with the pressing
needs of people God sends to us for help? (see also v.46)
• Do you trust God by handing all your resources over to Him?
• By reporting this event, what does Mark expect us to believe
about Jesus? Why do people try to explain this miracle away?

b i b l e

Another lesson for slow learners.

DAY 5
THE PASSAGE

MARK 6:45-56

THE POINT The disciples’ experience on the lake should
have convinced them beyond doubt that Jesus was God but
their hearts were hard. The crowds flocked to Jesus, but for
the wrong reasons.
THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus still sought time alone with God in prayer.
• Jesus’ divine nature was clearly demonstrated by • His ability to walk on the lake;
• His appearance to the disciples as “passing by” (Ex. 33:1922);
• His use of the phrase “It is I” – literally “I am” (see Ex. 3:14);

• His power to control the storm.
• The disciples’ hard hearts kept them from seeing the obvious,
even after their amazing experience with the loaves and fish.
• Across the lake Jesus was in “Gentile” territory but the
crowds still came to Him because His miraculous power met
their needs.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Is your heart still hard concerning Jesus’ being God the Son?
• Are you willing to trust Jesus completely in all circumstances?
• Why are we all such slow learners regarding spiritual truths?

Clean cups, murky minds.

DAY 6
THE PASSAGE
MARK 7:1-23
THE POINT God is interested in the purity of our hearts and
minds, rather than our outward appearances and religious
practices; it is easy to let ritual become a cover-up for impure
thoughts and attitudes.
THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus spoke very strongly against those who were very fussy
about keeping man-made rules and traditions about outward
cleanliness but had hearts and minds full of ungodly attitudes.
• Worship of God is useless if our hearts are not right with
Him.
• The Pharisees worked out clever religious rules and rituals to
get around keeping God’s commandments in the way He

intended.
• Jesus brought an end to religious food laws
• Jesus has left us in no doubt about the things God disapproves.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• What steps do we need to take to make sure we are not guilty
of the same sins as the Pharisees? What rituals today can
become outward performances done with hearts that are not
right?
• Carefully go through the checklist Jesus gives in verses 2122. What part of your life needs a good clean-up operation
today?

Dogged faith.

DAY 7
THE PASSAGE
MARK 7:24-30
THE POINT Jesus is more accepting of a person who recognises her own unworthiness but pleads for help in spite of it,
than of people who think they deserve His attention because
of their standing.
THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus’ ministry took Him to many, even non-Jewish, situations.
• Jesus used this woman’s faith to teach something very
important about the scope of the Gospel – it is for the whole
world.
• Jesus’ power over demons proved He was God’s Son who
could conquer evil and make it possible for us to become God’s

friends again. We each become God’s friend by putting our
faith in Him.
• Jesus was not yet ready to reveal His true identity openly.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• How is this woman’s attitude different from that of the
Pharisees in the first part of the chapter? What made the difference?
• What are you depending on to be accepted into God’s heaven
for all eternity? ... your family tree (“My grandfather was a
minister!”)? ...your good behaviour (“I’ve always been kind,
never hurt anyone”)? ...your church membership? ... God’s
amazing and undeserved grace that sent Jesus to die for your
sin?

Opened ears, loosened tongue.

DAY 8
THE PASSAGE

s t u d y

MARK 7:31-37

THE POINT The Decapolis man’s physical state is a picture of
our spiritual condition without the healing power of Jesus.
God made us in His image, to communicate with Him. Sin
has made this impossible and only Jesus can “open” the lines
of communication again.
THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus continued His healing ministry in “Gentile” territory
(the Decapolis), still seeking to avoid recognition at this stage.
• Jesus restored the man’s loss of hearing and speech in a way
that made it clear it was a deliberate exercise of His divine

power.
• The effect of Jesus’ power on the people was to make it
impossible for them to keep their mouths shut about Him.
• The people said concerning Jesus, “He has done everything
well”; this reminds us of God’s view of creation in Gen. 1:31.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Has Jesus opened your spiritual ears so that you are “hearing” what God is saying to you in His Word as you read it each
day and hear it preached week by week?
• Has Jesus “loosened” your tongue to tell others the amazing
things He has done (and is doing) in your life?
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b i b l e

Spiritual blindness.

DAY 9
THE PASSAGE

s t u d y

MARK 8:1-13

THE POINT Jesus repeated the feeding miracle in Gentile
territory to show that the “Bread of Life” was for all people,
not just for the Jews. The Pharisees, who should have been
the first to recognise Him as the Messiah when they saw the
miracle(s), remained “blind”.

the 12 left over in Israelite territory. This seems symbolic in
the light of the conquest of the 7 nations of Canaan by the 12
tribes.
• The Pharisees asked Jesus for a sign from heaven that He
was the Messiah when the feeding miracle was clearly such a
sign.

THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus again confronted the crowds with a clear demonstration of His power to create something from nothing, showing
that He was truly God.
• The needs of the people were fully satisfied by Jesus.
• In Gentile territory 7 basketsful were left over compared with

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Why were people so unable to see God’s power at work in
Jesus? Do you think there is this same reluctance to face up to
the evidence for the truth of the Bible today (see Romans
1:20)?
• What is the significance of the 7 basketsful of left-overs?

Subtle subterfuge.

DAY 1 0
THE PASSAGE
MARK 8:14-21
THE POINT The Pharisees and Herod (via the Sadducees –
see Matthew 16:6) were a dangerous influence on the religious
and political life of the Jewish people. Their teaching and attitude infiltrated every part of society like yeast in dough. It
needed to be recognised, exposed and resisted – which is what
Jesus did.
THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus exposed and refuted false teaching: if left unchallenged
it could slowly but surely totally undermine truth.
• The disciples were very slow to understand what or how
Jesus taught. It was different from anything they had experienced.

MARK 8:22-26

THE POINT Jesus’ divine power to heal is tempered by His
kind sensitivity to individual needs. He seems to have allowed
for this blind man’s timidity by removing him from the gawking crowd and restoring his sight gradually, giving him time to
adjust to the light.
THE PARTICULARS
• This healing miracle has unique or uncommon features:
– Jesus performed this miracle away from the crowd;
– the full healing was not achieved in one action;
– Jesus asked the man if he could see after the first touch.
• If this was the only recorded miracle we had we might con-

MARK 8:27-9:1

THE POINT Peter got it right about who Jesus really was,
but he got it all wrong about what that meant in terms of
Jesus’ strategy.
THE PARTICULARS
• People generally saw Jesus as another prophetic type of figure: Peter saw Him as the Messiah, fulfilling all God’s
promises.
• Jesus made quite clear to His disciples what had to be done
to establish the Messianic Kingdom in God’s way – the path of
suffering, rejection and death. Only then could there be resurrection to life eternal. This was not human logic or strategy.
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clude that Jesus’ healing power was limited and uncertain.
However, we have many powerful accounts of instantaneous
healing and only this one of a gradual healing, leading to the
conclusion that special requirements were to be satisfied here.
• This account, joined with the healing of the deaf mute in
Mark 7:31-37, points to Jesus fulfilling the prophecy of Isaiah
35:5-6.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Are we always patient and sensitive to individual needs, taking it one step at a time, when sharing Gospel truths with others?

Right man, wrong model.

DAY 1 2
THE PASSAGE

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Are we patient with people who come into the Church with
little or no Bible background? Do we explain things simply
and take time to help them to grow in spiritual understanding?
• Are we taking care to recognise and expose subtle error
today?

Gentle Jesus.

DAY 1 1
THE PASSAGE

• Jesus was critical of their spiritual deafness, blindness, and
hardness of heart, seeing it as the fulfilment of Isaiah 6:9-10.
• Jesus’ reference to both the feeding of the 5,000 and of the
4,000 shows that these are not just conflicting accounts of one
event.
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• Satan wants us to operate by acceptable human logic.
• Following Jesus means adopting His method – true life
through sacrifice and complete abandonment of everything to
Him .
• The final coming of God’s Kingdom in power was heralded in
history by the crucifixion and bodily resurrection of Jesus.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• What stops people from recognising Jesus as the true
Messiah?
• Why do we have trouble handing everything over to Jesus?
Why are we so attached to an evil world that is falling apart?

b i b l e

s t u d y
Confronted by glory.

DAY 1 3
THE PASSAGE
MARK 9:2-13
THE POINT Three disciples were allowed a glimpse of Jesus’
eternal glory as God the Son. They saw that He was associated
with, and that He superseded, the Old Testament revelation.
They witnessed Him renew His commitment to take the way
of the cross.
THE PARTICULARS
• The transfiguration showed that the option was always available to Jesus to bypass the cross and go straight back to
heaven.
• The presence of Moses and Elijah showed that what Jesus
had come to do was continuous with the Old Testament;
verses 7-8 show that Jesus is God’s special and final revelation

to man.
• The disciples had to learn that the promised “restoration”
could not be achieved without Messiah’s suffering and rejection.
• Jesus implied that John the Baptist was “Elijah” of Malachi
4:5.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Jesus’ renewed commitment to the way of the cross at His
temptations in the wilderness and now at the mountain of
transfiguration shows us again how much He loves us. Do you
ever find yourself preferring a path that leads to honour and
glory rather than one that involves suffering for Jesus’ sake?

Confronted by evil.

DAY 1 4
THE PASSAGE

MARK 9:14-32

THE POINT The significance of Jesus’ decision to turn His
back on glory at the transfiguration and pursue the path to the
cross is confirmed by His immediate confrontation with evil,
impotence and unbelief. The victory of the cross is anticipated
by His power over evil.
THE PARTICULARS
• The sad and sorry scene Jesus came upon involving the
lawyers, the disciples, the crowd, the boy, the father, the evil
spirit and the general feeling of helplessness shows how much
we need Him.
• Jesus alone has power to deal with the evil and suffering that

grips human society with such devastating effects.
• We can be encouraged by the fact that Jesus responded to a
cry of struggling faith: “I do believe; help me overcome my
unbelief!”
• “Everything is possible for him who believes.”
• In spite of this powerful and convincing attack on Satan’s
domain and the resounding victory, Jesus was still committed
to the cross.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Why do we still seem so powerless in the face of evil today?
What does verse 29 teach us? Do we truly believe in God’s
power? Are we really committed to earnest, persistent prayer?

Confronted by sin within.

DAY 1 5
THE PASSAGE

MARK 9:33-37

THE POINT In spite of Jesus’ clear teaching and example,
the Twelve still failed to understand the very basis of Jesus’
Kingdom – the way of a humble servant, more concerned for a
vulnerable little child than for status and self-image.
THE PARTICULARS
• The disciples were embarrassed when confronted by Jesus,
showing that they had a guilty conscience about wanting to be
the greatest.
• The ground rules of Jesus’ Kingdom are the exact opposite of
the way the world thinks – we make our way to the “top” by

• Jesus reflects the position of the whole Bible in showing the
greatest concern for the most vulnerable in society.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Do you ever excuse certain attitudes or actions in your own
mind, then feel guilty when confronted by God’s Word about
them? What does this tell us about the condition of our
hearts?
• In the fellowship of the Church, do you look for positions of
status or for opportunities for (even unnoticed) service?

Soft line, hard line.

DAY 1 6
THE PASSAGE

seeking out ways to be slaves in the service of others.

MARK 9:38-50

THE POINT Jesus took a soft line with those who were outsiders or whose actions showed evidence of Christ-likeness,
but He took a hard line with those in positions of leadership
and influence. He required total commitment and disciplined
living from His followers.
THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus was very accepting of people who were keen to be identified with Him and actively involved in His work, even though
they were not directly taught, or even “commissioned”, by
Him. They were to be given the benefit of the doubt (40).
• Jesus put His seal of approval on acts of mercy done in His

name.
• Jesus strongly condemns anything in our lifestyle that may
lead others, or even ourselves, astray. We must never entertain such a thing, even if it is something that seems right in
itself.
• Our lives must always influence others for good, and for
peace.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• What can you do today to encourage someone outside your
own Church group who professes to be a follower of Christ?
• What is there in your life that’s overdue for ruthless pruning?
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Let’s do it for the kids!.

DAY 1 7
THE PASSAGE
MARK 10:1-16
THE POINT Jesus took a very strong view of marriage and
its permanence. He spoke very strongly against divorce and it
is significant that He showed His great love and concern for
children in this context.
THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus kept up a popular teaching ministry everywhere He
went.
• Jesus spoke out against the way the Jewish leaders manipulated God’s laws to suit themselves and affirmed the sacredness and permanence of marriage in God’s plan for creation.
He strongly condemned divorce. (We cannot escape this conclusion here, although other Scripture allows limited grounds

for divorce).
• Jesus was most concerned for the welfare of (little) children
and the fact that He expressed this in the context of His
denouncing of divorce needs to be noted carefully.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• What reasons can you think of for Jesus to be so committed
to the “till death us do part” aspect of the marriage relationship?
• What effect is divorce having on our society today? What
effect can you see it having on the well-being, stability and
behaviour of children? What can we do to make marriages
more healthy?

Not hard... impossible!.

DAY 1 8
THE PASSAGE

MARK 10:17-31

THE POINT The most unlikely thing can stand between me
and peace with God. It is impossible for me, in my own
strength, to deal with it. But if I have made a commitment to
follow Jesus, He will more than compensate for any treasure
or status it may have cost me.
THE PARTICULARS
• In a subtle way Jesus showed the man that he had unconsciously recognised Jesus as who He really was – God! (17-18)
• Jesus used the 10 Commandments to show the rich man that
the very thing he trusted in for his salvation (his good works)

MARK 10:32-45

THE POINT Jesus’ mind was focussed on the cross: He made
the details of His imminent suffering quite clear to His disciples. The disciples’ minds were focussed on the glory that
would follow: for them, only the words “Three days later He
will rise” sank in. They were concerned about status and glory
for themselves; Jesus was concerned about obedience and suffering for others.
THE PARTICULARS
• Jesus prepared the disciples by telling them everything that
would happen when they reached Jerusalem.
• James and John had no concept of a suffering Messiah.

didn’t mention!).
• Only God can change us into the people He wants us to be.
• God is no man’s debtor.

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Is there anything in your life (an attitude? a possession? a
person? an ambition?) that still comes between you and God?
• How does the story of the rich man show the truth of Jesus’
statement, “Many who are first will be last, and the last first”?

Their ambition, shared by the others (41), was for fame and
power for themselves; they were even willing to “pay their
way”! (38-39)
• Once again, Jesus had to explain His “upside-down”
Kingdom.
• Jesus paid the ransom price to redeem all His Elect (“the
many”).

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• As you do things today, will your focus be on the future glory
Jesus has promised, your present status in the Church, or selfsacrificing, obedient service that only has the welfare of others
in mind? How will Jesus’ example influence you?

Simple faith rewarded.

DAY 2 0
THE PASSAGE

broke the first 4 and the last commandments (the ones he

Clawing their way to the bottom.

DAY 1 9
THE PASSAGE

was his downfall. His unhealthy attachment to his money

MARK 10:46-52

THE POINT In this chapter Jesus has confronted spiritual
blindness in the form of unfaithfulness, materialism and selfish ambition. He is about to enter Jerusalem to confront the
powers of evil at the cross. The healing of blind Bartimaeus is
a picture of the light that He brings as He confronts these various forms of darkness.

help even while many were telling him to be quiet.
• Jesus knew what Bartimaeus’ needs were, but He still wanted
him to ask as a test of his faith.
• Jesus restored Bartimaeus’ eyesight immediately and completely by a simple spoken word. He didn’t always do things
the same way (see Mark 8:22-26, DAY 11) but He always succeeded.

THE PARTICULARS
• Bartimaeus had heard of Jesus’ fame, was convinced He was
the Messiah (“Son of David”) and knew that He could give him
sight.
• Bartimaeus was not embarrassed to keep on crying out for

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY
• Why does God want us to ask Him for things (Matthew 7:7)
if He knows already what our needs are (Matthew 6:31-32)?
• Are you persistent in asking God for things?
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news
Dismay at murders

W

orld Council of Churches general secretary Olav Fykse Tveit has
written to Pakistan’s president and
prime minister expressing “great dismay” at the murder of two young
Christians on July 19 and asking them
to bring those responsible to justice.
Pastor Rashid Emmanuel and his
brother Sajid Emmanuel were shot
dead on court premises in Faisalabad by
unidentified gunmen when they were
taken there by police to face a charge of
blasphemy against Islam.
Dr Tveit reiterated the WCC concern
that the “misuse of the blasphemy law in
Pakistan has led to physical violence,
damage, destruction of properties and
loss of life”, and urged the repeal of the
laws.
“We do not know what to do. We are
helpless,” said Victor Azariah, general
secretary of the National Council of
Churches of Pakistan.
Ecumenical News International

Presbyterians abroad

A

ustralian Presbyterians must avoid
parochialism and build partnerships
with churches overseas, according to
Presbyterian Church of Australia
Moderator General Robert Benn.
The Australian church has two committees who connect with and minister
together with partner churches:
Relations with Other Churches
Committee and Mission Partners.
Mr Benn said several Australians
were overseas or about to go to represent the church. Dr Allan Harman was
representing the church at the
Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church of Brazil, and to discuss the
World Reformed Fellowship, joint
ministry in East Timor and other
issues.
Dr John Wilson was about to lead a
team of 11 to Malawi and Zambia with
Short Term Africa Mission Partners
to do public ministry, theological teaching, trade work, orphan care, hospital
and community work. A couple of
Darwin members were doing practical
work in the Evangelical Presbyterian
Church of East Timor (Timor Leste),

whose moderator, Arlindo Marcal,
would attend the Australian General
Assembly next month.
Queensland Moderator John
Langbridge would represent the church
this month at the Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church of Vanuatu,
continuing a 150-year partnership. Mr
Benn himself would represent the
church in Zambia this month, while Dr
Bob Thomas planned to teach an intensive course this year at the Zambian
Chesefu theological college.

Women reject discrimination

A
gathering of women theologians in
India has expressed concern over discrimination against women pastors and
those with theological training .
“Ordination is often denied [to us] on
flimsy grounds. Even if we succeed in
getting ordained, we are not assigned
duties as pastor but are posted as Bible
[studies] women and hostel wardens,”
decried the women in a statement.
More than 40 women theologians
and officials from theological colleges
took part in the seminar organised by
Bangalore’s United Theological
College to mark its centenary.
“Theologically trained women, especially those who are qualified in women’s
studies, find few takers for their qualifications. We work as teachers in schools
or, if in a theological institution, we are
asked to teach subjects like English or
ethics,” the statement noted.
Ecumenical News International

Internet filtering ‘practical’

M

oves by Australian Internet service
providers to voluntarily block child
pornography is proof positive that ISP
filtering is achievable and an important
part of protecting children online,
according to the Australian Christian
Lobby.
The ACL also welcomed the
Government’s detailing of transparency
and accountability measures to ensure
that ISP filtering did not have unintended consequences for freedom of
speech, the group said. Plans for the
Government to filter the Internet and
block unspecified sites have been controversial in Australia.
ACL chief of staff Lyle Shelton said
the decision by Telstra, Optus and
Primus to voluntarily block a list of
child abuse URLs showed great corporate responsibility and proved that fil-

tering was practical. It also discredited
alarmism about the issue, especially
from the Internet industry.

Raped nurse recovering

A
Catholic nurse trainee has regained
consciousness after a Muslim doctor
allegedly raped her and threw her from a
Parkistan hospital’s fourth-floor window last month. The third-year student
nurse told media and rights groups that
on July 13 several Muslim men, led by
Dr Abdul Jabbar Meammon, beat and
raped her, and then threw her from the
window of Jinnah Postgraduate
Medical Centre to keep her from
revealing the abuse.
Meammon, who had taken over a
room in the all-female wing of the hospital, has a history of abusing Christian
nurses, a hospital administrator said.
Police have charged Meammon and
his accomplices with attempted murder,
but Christian organisations are urging
police to file gang-rape charges.

Stoning halted ‘for now’

V
oice of America reports a judicial
official in Iran saying that a woman’s
sentence of death by stoning is not being
carried out “for the time being”.
Sakineh Mohammadi Ashtiani, 43,
has already received 99 lashes.
Iran’s state-run news agency attributes the statement to the head of the
Justice Department in East Azerbaijan
province, Malek Azhdar Sharifi. He
told the news agency that while the
guilty verdict is definitive; its application has been halted by Iran’s judiciary
chief due to humane considerations.
“However, the provincial official said
the death sentence will be carried out
whenever the judiciary chief deems it
expedient, regardless of what he termed
Western media propaganda,” said VOA.
Assist

Palestinian leads Lutherans

T
he Lutheran World Federation
has chosen Palestinian Bishop Munib
A. Younan, a campaigner for peace, justice and inter-faith dialogue, as its next
president.
The 59 year-old bishop was the only
candidate for the post and becomes the
first Arab to lead the Geneva-based body
that groups 70 million Protestants
worldwide.
Ekklesia
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Grenade attack

C

hristian communities in two areas of
Pakistan’s Punjab Province were
attacked last month. In Sargodha on
July 1, an unidentified motorcyclist
tossed a grenade in front of the gates of
St Filian’s Church of Pakistan, next
to a small Christian-owned amusement
park where children were playing,
Christian sources said. It did not
explode.
At a small village near Sheikhupura,
a church building and Christian homes
came under threat of demolition on July
5. Islamic extremists issued threats as,
accompanied by local police, they
intended to demolish the Apostolic
Church Pakistan structure in
Lahorianwali, Narang Mandi, with a
bulldozer.
Compass Direct

Eight Nigerians killed

M
uslims have attacked Christian villages and killed at least eight Christians
in Kaduna and Plateau States of
Northern Nigeria. International
Christian Concern reported in a news
release that on the night of July 3, several Muslims attacked Kizachi village in
Kaduna State and killed five Christians,
including a primary school teacher and
mother of six children. The Muslims also
burned down five Christian homes.
Nigerian sources told ICC that the
police had stopped protecting the village
on July 2 after the government failed to
pay their salaries.
In the second attack, on the night of
July 4, ICC reported that Muslims
armed with guns and machetes invaded
Ganawuri community, near Jos. Three
Christians are feared dead.
This latest violence, ICC said, came on
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the heels of a March 7 jihad attack
against Christians in Jos in which over
500 mainly women and children were
murdered. It is estimated that many
more thousands of Christians have been
killed in northern Nigeria since the
introduction of Sharia law in 2001.
Assist

End fighting: Presybterians

T

he Peacemaking and International Issues Committee of the
Presbyterian Church (USA) is recommending that the denomination’s 219th
General Assembly should call on the US
government to end combat operations
in Afghanistan.
The committee voted 49-2 on the recommendation on July 5. The PC (USA)
has made no statement calling for peace
in Afghanistan since the war began in
2001.
The action asks that all combat operations cease “except those to protect
Coalition troops remaining, Afghani
security force troops and humanitarian
efforts.”
Ekklesia

Message on buses

P

ope Benedict will be greeted by
buses carrying posters calling for the
ordination of women during his visit to
London in next month.
The campaign is being organised by
Catholic Women’s Ordination, which
has paid around £10,000 ($A17,500) for
the slogan “Pope Benedict Ordain
Women Now” to appear on the famous
red buses for one month, from August
30.
The bus posters are due to appear on
routes that go past Westminster
Cathedral and Westminster Hall. Both
venues feature on the papal itinerary.
The move follows a recent Vatican document that said the “attempted ordination of a woman” to the priesthood was
one of the most serious crimes in church
law.
Ekklesia

Asylum for Hamas ‘son’

M
osab Hassan Yousef, author of
the best-selling Son of Hamas, has won
the right to stay in the Unites States
after a huge campaign by both
Christians and Jews had called for him
to be granted US asylum.
With his friends in court to support
him, Yousef got the information during
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a 15-minute deportation hearing in San
Diego, California, after a US
Department of Homeland Security
attorney said the government was dropping its objections.
Yousef, the eldest son of Hamas
founder Sheikh Hassan Yousef,
became a Christian some time back after
being given a Gospel tract in Jerusalem
by a London taxi driver who was on vacation in the Holy Land.
Assist

Paramilitary in mosques

M
uslims in West Java plan to establish paramilitary units in local mosques
to oppose “ongoing attempts to convert
people to Christianity,” according to the
Indonesian Antara news agency. At a
gathering at the large Al Azhar mosque,
the leaders of nine organisations
announced the results of a June 20
meeting of the Bekasi Islamic
Congress, where they agreed to establish a mission centre to halt
“Christianisation” and push for sharia
law in the region.
“If the Muslims in the city can unite,
there will be no more story about us
being openly insulted by other religions,” Ahmad Salimin Dani, head of
the Bekasi Islamic Missionary Council,
announced at the gathering.
Observing an increasing number of
house churches, Muslim organizations
have accused Bekasi Christians of
aggressive proselytising. The Rev.
Simon Timorason of the West Java
Christian Communication Forum,
however, says most Christians in the
area do not proselytise and meet only in
small home fellowships due to the lack of
officially recognised worship venues.
Compass Direct

Arm cut off over ‘insult’

T

wo Indian men have been arrested
over an attack on a college teacher in
Kerala who had his hand cut off for setting an exam question that allegedly
insulted Muslims.
T. J. Joseph, 52, had his right arm
severed at the wrist as he was returning
home from church with his mother and
sister on Sunday, and since underwent
an operation to have the limb sewn back
on.
“An eight-member gang blocked his
vehicle and chopped off his right arm,”
said B. Sandya, inspector general of the
local police.
The Australian
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Morocco expels Christians

Bhutan stamps down

M
oroccan authorities have expelled Christians in the Himalayan nation of
eight more foreign Christians from the Bhutan who are still longing to openly
country, bringing the total of deported
Christians since March to 128. Two foreign women married to Moroccan
Christians were included in this third
wave of deportations since March, raising concerns that local authorities
intend to harass the country’s small but
growing Protestant community.
“They are all in fear because this happened to people who are married, ” a
source said. One of the women, a
Lebanese national married to a
Moroccan, was diagnosed with cancer
last month and is the mother of a six year old girl whom she was forced to
leave behind.
Compass Direct

Muslim rapists arrested

practise their faith have been disheartened by a government proposal for the
kind of “anti-conversion” law that other
nations have used as a pretext for falsely
accusing Christians of “coercion”.
The amendment bill would punish
“proselytising” that “uses coercion or
other forms of inducement” – vaguely
enough worded, Christians fear, that
vigilantes could use it to jail them for following the commands of Christ to feed,
clothe and otherwise care for the poor.
“There was always a virtual anti-conversion law in place, but now it is on
paper too,” said a senior pastor from
Thimphu on condition of anonymity.
“Seemingly it is aimed at controlling the
growth of Christianity.”

Evangelists ‘play dead’

F
orensic DNA results of semen samples in a sexual assault case show they Two evangelists said they survived an
attack in Madhya Pradesh, India, on July
match those of the Muslim boys a 14year-old Pakistani Christian girl
accuses of raping her, according to
advocacy organisations.
The girl
accuses Muhammad Noman and
Muhammad Imran, both 17, of abducting her from her school in Kamboh
colony, Lahore, in Punjab Province, on
May 6 and drugging her prior to sexually assaulting her.
Police, unusually, have registered a
case against the two 17-year-olds. When
Muslims commit crimes against
Christians in Pakistan they commonly
assume law enforcement officials will
not prosecute.
Compass Direct

Youths attack church

A

gang of youths attacked a house
church as the congregation worshiped
on July 18 in Xi Thoai village in Phu Yen
Province on Vietnam’s south central
coast, Christian sources said.
The local youths smashed the walls of
the home and wreaked havoc within as
they railed against evangelist Mang
Vuong for being a Christian and for
building his home to be a house church,
the sources said. On the night of June 10
the same youths, spurred by local
authorities, broke into Vuong’s home
and stole more than $3000 and
destroyed household furnishings, utensils and books.

20 by playing dead when suspected
Hindu extremists surrounded them and
severely beat them. The six assailants
accused Mahindra Kharoley, 20, and
Munshi Prasaad Bahey, 30, of “forced
conversion”.
The two evangelists were bicycling to
their home village following a prayer
meeting when the attackers on two
motorbikes, with their faces covered,
attacked them. The assailants did not
wait for them to respond to the charges
of forced conversion before they began
the beating. After 20 minutes they lay
motionless, pretending to be dead in
order to survive, they said.
Police have not investigated. “I am
busy till August 5 in other, more important cases,” said Sub-Inspector
Sandhir Chaudhary. “I will look into
this only after that.”
Compass Direct

Tutu steps down

N

obel Peace Prize laureate Desmond
Tutu has announced his intention to
wind down his public engagements,
when he turns 79 in October.
“I think I have done as much as I can,
and I really do need time for other things
that I have wanted to do,” Archbishop
Tutu told a media briefing at St
George’s Cathedral in Cape Town.
The internationally renowned campaigner for social justice, peace and

human rights has recently been an active
member of “the elders”, an informal
group of senior statespersons – including the Dalai Lama and former UN
chief Kofi Annan – who have built up
great personal influence and are now
able to use it to make humanitarian
interventions across the globe.

agenda
Prayer for Sudan
By Robert Benn

Ithatn recent
decades nearly all the news
has come to us from Sudan has
caused us to grieve for the nation, and
especially for our Christian brothers and
sisters there. The trials and hardships
they have suffered is way beyond our
ability to comprehend.
They now stand on the threshold of a
very important referendum, giving the
people of southern Sudan the opportunity to choose between unity or separation from the north.
The Presbyterian Church of Sudan
has arranged for a prayer for the referendum in Southern Sudan to be conducted in its services during July.
Following the services their pastors will
lead the congregation around their
church buildings in an action that brings
to mind the Lord’s response to Joshua’s
march around the walls of Jericho.
Hoping we may stand with them in
solidarity, they have carefully crafted a
prayer which we could use as we pray for
them.
“God of the ages, we have known
hunger; we have experienced violence;
and we endured trouble and toil.
Through it all, you have been with us,
sustaining us, supporting us, bringing
us thus far on our journey. Remind us
and all our people of Sudan of your presence as the day for the upcoming referendum in South Sudan draws near.
Touch us by your grace that we might
live in hope. Guide our church that we
may witness boldly and faithfully to the
Good News of Christ’s Gospel of love
during this time. Lead the citizens of our
country to become well-informed as we
prepare to make critical choices that will
have far-reaching impacts. Fill our
hearts anew with your Holy Spirit so we
may turn from all forms of violence.
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Inspire us to honour, respect, and care
for one another. Guide our leaders, our
brothers, our sisters, and ourselves to
plan and hold a referendum that is free
and open and honest. As we exercise our
vote, may we do so in safety and may we
clearly speak our will. May our voices be
heard and the results of the election
honoured by all. God who does new
things, open us and all the people of
Sudan to new possibilities for shaping
our lives and our country. God who creates and loves a diverse human family,
help us transform long-time animosities
and seek the well-being of all. God who
establishes justice, give Sudan courage
to challenge injustice and to work
together to build a Sudan in which all
have enough to eat, blessed peace prevails, and justice rolls down around our
country. We pray in Jesus’ name. Amen.”

Water a ‘right’

Church-backed campaigners on water
issues say they have received a boost
from a global body representing 80 million Protestants which has called on its
members to support access to water as a
basic human right.
“Preserving the world’s water
resources and securing access to water
for all, is one of the greatest challenges
we face,” says Maike Gorsboth, the
Geneva-based coordinator of the secretariat of the Ecumenical Water
Network.
Gorsboth was speaking after the
recent World Communion of
Reformed Churches founding meeting
in Grand Rapids, Michigan, which urged
its churches to support and adopt a declaration on “Water as a Human Right
and a Public Good”.
The declaration, drawn up by Swiss
and Brazilian churches, urges that “the
human right to water be recognised at
the local and international level in the
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same way as the right to adequate food”.
It says nations should guarantee
everyone access to drinking water, fixing
an affordable price, and involve local
authorities and communities in decisions on the use of water resources.
With some 230 churches in 108 countries, the new Reformed body was
formed as a merger of the World
Alliance of Reformed Churches and
the Reformed Ecumenical Council.
“Everybody from the global North to
the global South, India to Africa,
Australia to the United States and to
Europe, all of them have water concerns,” Chukwuemeka Oji from the
Ecumenical Water Network said.
The Ecumenical Water Network was
formed by Christian agencies and movements to raise the awareness of churches
about the urgency of issues linked to
water.
Gorsboth said the water network is
planning a campaign for 2011 to highlight the links between water and a “just
peace”. It is intended to contribute to an
international church “peace convocation” in Jamaica in May 2011.
Ecumenical News International

Wilberforce claim

N

ew evidence has come to light which
suggests that the evangelical campaigner William Wilberforce was
involved in slavery, despite his successful campaign to abolish the transatlantic
trade.
The claim that Wilberforce was actually implicated in slave trading and used
slave labour himself following abolition
is made in The Clapham Sect: How
Wilberforce’s Circle Transformed Britain –
a new book about the Clapham Sect – a
small but influential group of south
London social reformers and evangelical
Christians – which included Wilberforce.
Prominent in pre-Victorian Britain,
they campaigned for the abolition of
slavery and promoted missionary work
at home and abroad.
Author Stephen Tomkins depicts the
story of the group as one of a web of
family relations. Woven into the account
of the characters is their famous campaign against the slave trade, and how
they founded the British colony in Sierra
Leone and the British and Foreign
Bible Societies.
They also founded and funded many
schools and privately gave away vast
sums of money to people in need. They
campaigned against vice and attempted
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to regulate prostitution and reform prisons.
Tomkins says he has uncovered new
evidence that Wilberforce was implicated in slave trading and used slave
labour himself after the abolition of the
trade. He was even doing so in the abolitionist colony of Sierra Leone, which he
(and the Clapham Sect) had helped
establish.
The facts are contained within
Colonial Office papers for Sierra Leone.
In 2007, the Church of England formally apologised for its own role in the
slave trade. This included the Society for
the Propagation of the Faith in Foreign
Parts which owned the Codrington plantation in Barbados where slaves had the
word “society” branded on their chests.
Ekklesia

Full-term abortions

I

f the public were properly informed of
the reality of the unspeakable cruelty
which results from open-slather abortion laws, surveys would find less enthusiasm for the practice, according to the
Australian Christian Lobby.
The ACL was responding to claims
last month that decriminalising abortion has high public support in
Australia.
Spokeswoman Michelle Pearse said
people would be less favourable if they
knew where decriminalisation of abortion in Victoria leads – the termination
of unborn babies all the way to full term.
Ms Pearse said it was difficult to give
credence to research on abortion when
the lead author of the findings was a
doctor implicated in the questionable
abortion of a near-term baby who
opposed the kind of laws that would
have held him accountable.
“It was Dr de Crespigny’s ending of
the life of a 32-week unborn baby girl
with suspected dwarfism in 2000 which
was used as a lever for the Victorian law
change in 2008. And the result of
decriminalisation? A recent media
report indicated that there has been a
huge increase in late-term abortions at
Melbourne’s Royal Women’s Hospital
since decriminalisation – from one per
fortnight to an alarming three per week.
“The tragedy compounds when you
consider that in 2007 – even prior to
decriminalisation – 345 late-term babies
were aborted in Victoria, with 52 of
them found to be still alive after the procedure and left to die.”
Abortion claims 80,000 to 100,000
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unborn children in Australia each year.
Ms Pearse said the tragedy of lateterm babies being born alive and left to
die – at a stage when they are old enough
to survive in neonatal nurseries – happens regularly in Australia. These cruel
practices would likely increase if the proabortion lobby had its way in convincing
other states to follow Victoria’s example.

Abuses in Papua
By Elizabeth Kendal

S
ince late May TNI (Indonesian military) and BRIMOB (militarised police)
forces have been conducting “sweeping
operations” in the central highlands of
Papua (formerly Irian Jaya). This was
ostensibly to flush out the “separatists”
they blame (without evidence) for two
recent attacks. Indonesia keeps Papua
closed to international media and
human rights organisations. However,
news is leaked out at great personal risk
and on June 18 the West Papua
Advocacy Team issued a report with
details of the crisis in Puncak Jaya.
The team reports that during early
June the BRIMOB seized a church in one
district for use as a headquarters,
BRIMOB officers raped a pregnant
Papuan woman in a second district, and
in a third 12 houses and two churches
were burned by security forces. In several villages all the livestock have been
killed.
On June 11 the BRIMOB conducted a
residential search of all houses on the
road between Ilu and Mulia, detaining
anyone without identification and taking them away on army trucks. (Most
highland Papuans do not even speak
Indonesian let alone carry Indonesian
ID cards.) Papuans have reported being
abused and tortured while in custody.
Locals are now too afraid to leave their
homes to harvest vegetable gardens or
attend to business.

Annexed by Indonesia in 1969 and
occupied by Indonesian armed forces
(predominantly Javanese Muslims),
Papua is being purposefully and rapidly
colonised by Javanese Muslims for political and geo-strategic purposes. The
indigenous Papuans, who are ethnic
Melanesians
and
predominantly
Christian, are being marginalised and
their land is being Islamised. Most
Javanese Muslims despise the Papuans
as racially and religiously inferior. TNI
and BRIMOB officers routinely and
freely express their racial and religious
hatred for the Papuans in unrestrained
violence.
The TNI has vast economic interests
in Papua, including protection services,
and has incentives to provoke incidents
that make Papuan “separatism” look like
real threats. In fact, Papuan resistance is
against racial and religious discrimination, persecution, exploitation, marginalisation, Islamisation and threat of
genocide.
World Evangelical Alliance
Religious Liberty Commission

them. Christian pupils frequently face
discrimination, and they may be publicly
ridiculed or even beaten by teachers
because of their faith. In 2009 Nadia
Iftikhar, aged 11, was beaten unconscious with a bamboo rod by a Muslim
teacher at her school in Dharema,
Punjab, after she said in class that she
was both a Pakistani and a Christian.
The teacher had read from a textbook
stating that all Pakistanis were Muslims.
The curriculum in non-Christian
schools strongly emphasises Islam.
Christian children may be required to
study it – even though the law says that
they should not be – and they are not
given parallel instruction in their own
religion. They may be marked down in
their examinations simply because they
are Christians, and they face many difficulties in obtaining university places. It
is not surprising that Christian parents
would prefer to have their children educated in Christian schools.
Barnabas Fund

Fears for children

C
hristian parents in Pakistan are terribly afraid for their children. Some do

Pioneers Presbyterian Church
Cheltenham

not want even to let them out of the
house.
Pakistan is no longer a safe place for
Christians. Violent incidents against
individuals and churches have increased
recently, as part of a growing campaign
of violence by Islamist militants against
the country’s religious minorities. The
fears of the Christian community have
been fuelled recently by co-ordinated
attacks on two mosques in Lahore
belonging to the minority Ahmadi sect,
killing 93 in a hail of gunfire or blown up
by grenades or suicide bombers.
In this climate of chronic instability
and insecurity, Christian children are
especially vulnerable. Not only are they
easy targets for violence, unable to protect themselves or to flee; girls in particular may also be kidnapped and forcibly
converted to Islam.
Barnabas Fund’s South Asia
Regional Coordinator has just returned
from visiting churches in Pakistan, and
he reports that Christian parents long
for safe havens where they know their
children will be protected.
Unfortunately most non-Christian
schools, whether government-run or
private, tend to worsen the plight of
Christian children instead of helping

Outreach Worker
Wanted
Cheltenham is an established congregation
(150 years) in a bayside suburb of
Melbourne. The congregation is a mix of old
and young, and is seeking to grow numerically as well as spiritually. It has excellent
facilities after extensive renovations.
We are seeking someone to do the work of
an evangelist, to train and encourage others
in this, to build on the already existing contacts and ministries as well as establishing
and conducting other means of outreach.
He will need be of reformed convictions, be
a capable communicator and organiser, be a
team player, be experienced with good
references and able to serve in a conservative but developing context.
This is a positive opportunity for a ministry
worker, a new graduate, an experienced
“lay” person or someone who prefers collegiate ministry. Ordained ministers are also
welcome to apply.
For further information please contact
the minister:
Rev. David A Brown
P.O. Box 2815 Cheltenham 3192
Ph. 03 9583 2785
Email: dar.brown5@gmail.com
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Oprah’s good news
Jesus, not Oprah, provides our best life!

Sheryl Sarkoezy

I

n September 2011, after 25 years
on the air, the Oprah Winfrey Show
will come to an end. Watched by
an estimated 42 million people
each week in the USA and syndicated in
145 countries worldwide (including
Australia, where it averages 161,000
viewers per episode), it is extraordinarily
successful. It has made Oprah Winfrey
one of the most powerful women in the
world, and given her a platform from
which to preach her own brand of good
news: an attractive, but deceptive,
gospel of self-help and consumerism.
This year, Forbes.com ranked her as
the most influential celebrity in
America, acknowledging her ability to
send a book to the top of the best seller
lists, or make a film a box office success,
just by mentioning it on her show. In

Did you know?
Mike Wharton (PresData Services) is
offering Australian PCA Churches
website and email hosting for
$135.00 (plus GST) per year?
1 Gig Storage
20 email accounts
unlimited redirects
2 Gig Bandwidth per month
24x7 FTP access
You can have your site hosted and
manage the site yourself using direct
FTP access. You create your site –
you control the site.
Website development is also
available... ask for a quote.
For more information contact:
Mike Wharton
Phone: (03) 9580 5940
Email: mwharton@pcvic.org.au
Website: presdata.com.au
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People say that Oprah’s
endorsement of
President Barack Obama
possibly gave him his victory at the 2008 election.
That is power indeed.
1994 Vanity Fair magazine said she had
“more influence on the culture than any
university president, politician, or
religious leader, except perhaps the
Pope”.
More recently people have said that
Oprah’s endorsement of Barack Obama
gave him the nomination as a US
Presidential candidate, and possibly his
victory at the 2008 election. That is
power indeed.
To be fair, Oprah also uses her
influence in philanthropic ways, and she
is amazingly successful at convincing
people to join her in charitable work.
Many schools, women’s shelters,
children’s
hospitals,
and
arts
organisations in the USA, and beyond,
are the grateful recipients of her
benevolence.
One of Oprah’s most significant
achievements was her campaign for a
national database of convicted child
abusers, which in 1993 resulted in the
establishment of a National Child
Protection Act in the USA. Her current
“No Phone Zone” campaign, against the
use of mobile phones while driving, calls
on her audience to sign a pledge that
they will give up this dangerous habit.
She may be the only person in America
who could bring about such a change in
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community consciousness.
Oprah describes the show, her
website, and O, The Oprah Magazine, as
her “ministry”. Her ultimate intention
seems to be to empower people,
particularly women, to make choices
that lead to happier and more fulfilling
lives. In the early years she did this by
conducting in-depth interviews with
survivors of rape, abuse, infidelity, drug
addiction
and
alcoholism.
In
confessional conversations Oprah’s
guests narrated their own true-life
stories of overcoming adversity in such a
way that their shared experience might
help other women to begin to heal their
own painful lives.
In the late 1990s the show moved
away from what some might call “trash
television”, and reinvented itself as
“change your life television”. Oprah
began to offer her audience a self-help
gospel that taught not only that they
could change their lives by following the
information she gave them, but also that
they should.

O

prah, of course, never claims to
have all the answers on the
subjects she discusses. Instead, she
invites onto her show an army of experts
that speak to her audience on topics as
diverse as health and food, fashion and
beauty, weight loss, entertainment,
relationships and sexuality, financial
management and spirituality. Oprah
lends her aura of authority to these
speakers, so that what they teach, and
the books and products they promote,
are given credibility with her stamp of
approval.
Underpinning this self-help teaching
is a spirituality that is summed up by
Oprah’s trademarked tag line: “Live Your
Best Life”. It’s a spirituality that claims
to help people lead more empowered,
more authentic, better lives. A
postmodern blend of mainstream
Western materialism and New Age
philosophy (a fluid and eclectic mix of
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African, African-American, Eastern and
metaphysical philosophical traditions),
it assumes that the secular and the
sacred, the material and the spiritual,
are interconnected in a deep and
mysterious way. Philosophies that seem
contradictory are easily accommodated:
the tenets of Rhonda Byrnes’ “The
Secret” (visualisation of success leads to
success) and Ekhart Tolle’s mantra
(personal happiness and world peace will
only be achieved through transcending
our ego-based states of consciousness),
for example, are held to be equally
truthful.

following Oprah’s advice to the letter and
documenting her experience in the book,
Living Oprah. She describes in detail her
frustration with trying to live by Oprah’s
rules, and concludes “the very idea of
attaining our Best Lives is a fairy tale that
keeps us from being satisfied with our
Real Lives”.
“Live Your Best Life” is deception on a
grand scale.
These days Oprah deals less
frequently with really deep psychological
problems that might exist for her
audience, but her new exhortation to
“Live Your Best Life” has at its heart the

O

prah frequently attributes her
success to “God” and says her
power and strength arise out of being
“God’s child”. But she also describes
herself as “Spirit come from the greatest
Spirit”, and claims that a “God-force”
lives inside of all of us, allowing us, once
we tap into it, to accomplish anything.
Oprah says that she has opened her mind
to “God” being “the essence of all
consciousness”, something to be
experienced for oneself, rather than
believed. She insists that there are many
ways to “God”, and that Jesus is just
someone who came to Earth to teach us
how to live happy, peaceful lives.
Addictions and bad habits, she says, are
the result of being “disconnected from
source”.
Within
Oprah’s
worldview,
inspirational phrases like “live more
consciously”, “live in the moment”, and
“listen to the voice” are heard as often as
“live your own dreams”, “everyone
should have a [insert name of amazing
new gadget here]” and “we love shoes!”
Pragmatic consumer culture and inner
spiritual awakening happily coexist, but
her god is not the God of the Bible.
To a society hungry for a practical
spirituality that changes lives in the here
and now, “Live Your Best Life” is a
seductive message that promises
personal empowerment. It taps into our
desire for autonomy. It convinces us that
we can design our own destiny. It feeds
on our love of pleasure and material
things. It takes advantage of, even
creates, dissatisfaction with our lives as
they are now. And it claims to be
achievable, if only we follow Oprah’s
prescriptions.
Many writers have critiqued Oprah’s
media empire and the advice it
dispenses. Some condemn, some praise.
One of the most interesting analyses is
by Robyn Okrant, who spent a year

Oprah’s gospel of
consumerism and selfhelp looks attractive
and promises much.
But it fails to deliver on
the deepest need that
human beings have.

same conviction that is common to
secular models of counselling and
therapy: that which says human beings
have within themselves the capacity to
change and to make their lives “right”.
David Powlison, in his May 2010
interview with AP, had something to say
about this self-referential approach to
dealing with life’s problems, and it is as
relevant for Oprah’s free-to-air
“counselling” as it is for expensive
sessions with a trained professional. He
reminded us that underneath our
difficulties in life, our anxieties and our
addictions, there is also the problem of
our human heart, which is sinful and
rebellious toward God. Psychotherapy –
and Oprah’s gospel of self-help – permits
no space for the God of the Bible, and so
never goes deep enough to answer our
greatest need.
So how ought we respond to Oprah’s
seductive message?
One way is to not watch the show, or
at least to view it in the same way we
watch anything on commercial
television: filter what we see and hear

through the knowledge that someone,
somewhere, wants us to buy something.
Against advertisers and talk-show hosts
who claim that solutions to the problems
of life can be found in buying certain
products, healthy cynicism is a good
defence.
But the spirituality taught on Oprah is
commonplace in our society. A better
response, one we can apply in other
situations, is to test Oprah’s spirituality
against the truth of the Bible (1 Thess.
5:21-22).
Oprah teaches that we are “God” and
we can design our destiny – our Best Life
– by visualising our desires. But she is
wrong.
The truth is that God, transcendent
and immanent, omniscient, sovereign
and good, created all things. Human
beings, created in His likeness, are meant
to have a relationship with Him and to
have dominion over creation, under His
authority. God holds all things in his
hands and determines the course of
history, not human beings (Gen. 1-2; Is.
40).
There is more to reality than the
material world around us. So our security
is not in transient things like wealth,
abundant possessions or our next makeover. Rather, it is in God (Prov. 23:5,
31:30; Mt. 6:19-34, 7:24-29; Luke 12:1334; Rom. 8:38-39; 1 Pet. 3:3-4).
God is Spirit, dwelling in us and
empowering us, but not in the way
Oprah teaches. As a people redeemed in
Christ we are to do the good works that
He has prepared for us while we wait for
His return, knowing that our best life is
not here, but is yet to come (John 4:2324; Eph. 2:10, 3:16-19; 1 Thess. 1:9-10;
Rev. 21).
Oprah’s gospel of consumerism and
self-help looks attractive and promises
much. But it fails to deliver on the
deepest need that human beings have –
that of a restored relationship with God.
A much better gospel is this: “Repent,
then, and turn to God, so that your sins
may be wiped out, that times of
refreshing may come from the Lord, and
that he may send the Christ, who has
been appointed for you — even Jesus.”
(Acts 3:19-20).
May that be the gospel in which we
ap
trust.
Sheryl Sarkoezy is a parttime student at the
Presbyterian Theological
Centre, Sydney.
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Blowing it
All is never lost. God will restore what we have destroyed.

Allen M. Baker
Then Noah built an altar to the Lord
(Genesis 8:20).

T

he year 1995 was a difficult
one for me. I was working far
too many hours and the
idolatry of my work and my
children’s activities had caused me to
drift in my devotion to my wife. We were
not in danger of divorce (we agreed early
in our marriage to never allow those
words to drip from our mouths) but
there was a coldness, a distance. While in
Africa on a preaching trip, God showed
me my sin, the damage I had done to my
wife, and the need I had for repentance.
I had blown it. What could I do? I wrote
her a long letter and when I saw her in
Northern Ireland (our church was on a
mission trip there) I gave it to her,
asking her forgiveness. She still carries
the letter everywhere.
I bet you have blown it too, perhaps in
more severe ways. Maybe your wife has
said that she wants a divorce, that you
have demeaned her one too many times
and she can no longer take your verbal
cruelty. Maybe your children have lost
respect for you and now pity you, or
worse. Perhaps your angry outbursts at
work have cost you another job. All
seems lost. Your life has left a series of
broken relationships in its wake. Is there
any hope for you?
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Maybe your children
have lost respect for
you and now pity you, or
worse. Perhaps your
angry outbursts at
work have cost you
another job.
Genesis 8:13-22 is a remarkable “Yes
and Amen” to that question. God has
justly destroyed the earth and every
living thing because of the people’s
pervasive sin. In verses 13-19 we find, as
Noah and his family disembark from the
ark, the recreative work of Elohim’s (this
is God’s name to designate his creative
action, see Genesis 1).
The language here is very similar to
that used in Genesis 1. The animals are
to be fruitful and multiply. So, in spite of
the earth’s destruction God is telling
Noah that He will start over. Then in
verses 20-22 we see two more vital
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elements to God’s work of restoration
and renewal. Noah worships God by
taking from all the clean animals and
offering a sacrifice.
No doubt this sacrifice was two-fold
in nature. He was giving thanks to
Yahweh for sparing his life. He had seen
the carnage of bloating bodies on the
flood waters and knew he deserved the
same. But there is a sense of
propitiation, atonement here also.
Surely the sacrifice of all these animals
took many hours. The blood that flowed
must have covered him. The animals
squealing in agony as they died
sacrificially was a sobering image. Noah,
acting on behalf of his covenant family,
sought God in worship.
Then we note that Yahweh (the name
used here for God’s covenantal
faithfulness to His people) renews his
covenant with Noah and creation, saying
that he will never again destroy the
world, though he knows the sin of the
people is evil continually.

T

he bottom line here is that God will
restore all that your sin has
destroyed. This is wonderful news, very
comforting, but I know what you are
thinking: “I have blown it. I see no hope
of restoration. And besides, isn’t it true
that we sometimes must live with the
consequences of our sin, even though we
are forgiven through Christ? Can I really
expect God to bail me out of the
consequences of my sinful actions?” I
know. I wonder about that myself
sometimes, but we serve a God of recreating grace.
What is this work of restoration he
promises to do? Three principles are
gleaned from this text — re-creation,
redemption, and regeneration. He
promises new opportunities, though all
seems destroyed (2 Cor. 5:17). The world
was destroyed by the flood but God in
mercy started over. He gives you the
grace to do the same.
But you still may say, “I know I am in

c h r i s t i a n
Christ, that my sins are forgiven, but the
estrangement I feel from my spouse and
children came after my conversion.” But
Yahweh promises new beginnings,
though all seems lost. He is a God of
redemption (Ruth 4:1ff, the kinsmanredeemer principle).
Jean Valjean, in Victor Hugo’s Les
Miserables, was a thief who was taken
into the home of a bishop. A marvellous
conversation takes place where the
bishop says that he knows him, that he
knows his name, that it is “friend”. And
how does Jean Valjean reward the
bishop’s faithfulness? By stealing silver
plates from him. When caught and
brought back to the bishop, he shows
mercy to Jean Valjean by telling the
police that yes, he had given him the
silver but he should have taken the
candlesticks also.
Jean Valjean is humbled to the dust
by the bishop’s mercy, which transforms
him into a righteous, virtuous man. Is
this not a picture of redeeming grace
through Christ! God will restore what
your sin has destroyed.

G

od also promises new life, though
all seems dead. This is regeneration
(1 Pet. 1:3) and we see Yahweh giving
new life to the earth after the flood. God
gives new life through the regenerating
work of the Holy Spirit in salvation, and
He gives new life to damaged or dying
relationships.
How does he do so? God’s mercy and
grace flow through the death and
resurrection of his Son. The flood
narrative is a picture of Christ’s passion.
Noah and his covenant seed enter into

l i f e

salvation, safety in the ark, while God’s
judgment rages outside. Noah comes
forth from the ark, offering sacrifices of
thanksgiving and atonement, looking
forward to the day when Messiah would
once and for all do what the blood of
goats and bulls could not do (Heb. 9:13-

Take a hint from what
the biblical characters
did who blew it – men
like Adam, Abraham,
Jacob. You must seek
God with all your heart.

15). You see — the death and
resurrection of Jesus make possible the
application of God’s saving work of
regeneration (giving new life),
justification (giving us right standing
before God), sanctification (making us
progressively more and more like Jesus),
and glorification (removing the vestiges
of sin, making all things new).
But when will this restoration come?
It may come partially and progressively
in this life. Certainly you should pray for
it, doing your part of sincere repentance
and restitution, seeking to be reconciled

by showing fruits of repentance (Mt.
5:23ff). However, you can be sure that it
will come fully on that great day when
God will make all things new (Rev.
21:5ff).
What then are you to do if you have
blown it? Resist the temptation simply
to do things. Your spouse, children, or
friends have “been there, seen that”.
They probably don’t trust you. Take a
hint from what the biblical characters
did who blew it — men like Adam,
Abraham, Jacob, post-exilic Israel,
Matthew, and Paul — you must seek
God with all your heart. Your greatest
need is to grow closer to God, to know
Him more intimately, to allow the Holy
Spirit to sanctify you, to kill your idols of
destruction, to glory daily in the cross of
the Lord Jesus.
How do you do so? Take advantage of
the private and public means of grace —
public and private worship, the
preaching of the Word, and the
sacraments. Ask God to develop within
you a deeper and more experiential love
for Christ. Seek Him, not to “fix” your
broken relationships, but to build
godliness and holiness in you. Then wait
for God to restore what you have
destroyed. He will do it in His time. He
will restore what your sin has broken. ap

Rev. Allen M. Baker is Pastor of Christ
Community Presbyterian Church in West
Hartford, Connecticut.
This article first appeared on the Word
Ministries Bible Studies Blog,
http://biblestudiesblog.org/index.php
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prayer
August 2010
21 God’s overuling in today’s federal
poll, and His blessing on new and
existing Representatives and
Senators. The work of the
Parliamentary Christian Fellowship.
22 Ulverstone charge north west
Tasmania with about 100 c&a (communicants and adherents), 10 yf
(younger folk – Sunday School and
Youth)and 2 e (elders). Charlie and
Marion Kennedy.
23 Bob and Bev Harvey MP
(MissionPartners – the Australian
Presbyterian World Mission) workers
from Annerley, Brisbane with WEC
International involved in the WEC
intranet.
24 Burwood charge Sydney with about
60 c&a, 12 yf and 1 e. David and
Suat-Har Maher.and the Chinese
charge with about 385 c&a, 20 yf and
6 e. Dennis and Dorcas Law, Eugene
and Pauline Hor, Joe and Verona Lin.
25 Allora home mission station western
Qld with about 50 c&a, 20 yf and 6 e.
Dennis Mooney.
26 Fairholme College, Toowoomba, Qld –
students, council, staff, principal Mrs
L. Evans, chaplain Richard Jessup.
27 Sale home mission station, eastern
Victoria with about 25 c&a, 4 yf and
1 e. John McWhirr.
28 ESL (English as a Second Language)
training day at PTC, Burwood,
Sydney.
29 Robina charge Qld Gold Coast with
about 45 c&a, 15 yf and 3 e. Kevin
and Beverly Ridley.
30 Culture versus Cross Culture. A weekend in 1 Corinthians with Dr Bruce
Winter at Ashfield church, Sydney.

31 Presbytery of Mid North Coast (formerly Hastings) NSW. 6 charges and
1 home mission station totalling 17
congregations with about 1435 c&a,
335 yf, 4 retired ministers. John
Rooimans clerk.

September 2010
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

Mt Gambier charge, southern SA – 3
congregations including Allendale
and Nelson – with about 105 c&a, 50
yf and 8 e. Gary and Margaret Ware,
Ian and Heather Touzel.
Pray for the Moderator, preachers
and filling of the vacancy in Blayney
– Carcoar home mission station midwestern NSW – 4 congregations
including also Neville and Trunkey
Creek with about 130 c&a and 7 e.
Len & Wendy, MP workers from
Reservoir, Melbourne in the Middle
East with Reach Across involved in
educational work.
Grenfell charge mid-western NSW
with about 55 c&a, 7 yf and 4 e. Bern
and Alison Merchant.
Pray for the Interim Moderator,
preachers and filling of the vacancy
in Cardinia Koo Wee Rup charge
Victoria – 2 congregations with about
35 c&a, 2 yf and 5 e.
Intensive 5 day course at PTC,
Sydney on the Theology of the
English Puritans with Sinclair
Ferguson.
David & Lalit Clarke MP workers
from Camberwell, Melbourne in
Cambodia involved in grass roots
evangelism.
PIM board meeting this week with
the Patrol Padres at Unanderra,
south of Wollongong, NSW.
Robert Duncanson convener. Stuart
Bonnington supt.
David & Lisa Pearce MP workers from
Reservoir, Melbourne (and Canada),
in Africa with Missionary Aviation
Fellowship.

10 Presbytery of North Queensland – 5
charges and 4 home mission stations
totalling 11 congregations with about
735 c&a, 325 yf, 3 retired ministers,
1 under jurisdiction. Gregory Watt
clerk.
11 David & Tammy Priest MP workers
from Westlakes, NSW in PNG with
Pioneers involved in medical ministry.
12 Andrew & Michelle Blumer MP workers from Parramatta City church in
Austria with European Christian
Mission involved in helping the local
church.
13 Our national Assembly (GAA) meeting through this week in Sydney.
Moderator David Jones, clerk Paul
Logan, conveners – devotions,
debates, fellowship and wise decisions.
14 Commemoration of the 450th
Anniversary of the Scottish
Reformation tonight at Scots Ch,
Sydney – Sinclair Ferguson speaking.
15 Stephen and Naomi, MP workers
from Hurstville, Sydney in South
Asia with Wycliffe Bible
Translators/SIL.
16 Stockton Surfside congregation
planted by Jon and Ruth Nuttall and
the planting of a work at Leppington
for the planned South West Growth
Centre.
17 The maintaining of liberty for
Christians in Sudan.
18 Mrs Kathy James appointed as the
Health and Community Chaplaincy
Co-ordinator for Victoria.
19 Presbytery of Sydney North – 21
charges including 4 Korean charges
totalling 24 congregations with about
3100 c&a, 685 yf, 10 retired ministers, 6 under jurisdiction, 1 hospital
chaplain, Colin Short clerk.
20 Pray that the secular Ethics course in
NSW public schools may not undermine Special Religious Instruction.
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books
To Korea with Love:
Australian Presbyterian Mission
Work in Korea, 1889-1941
Sang Gyoo Lee
Presbyterian Church of Victoria,
2009.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

T

his work is based on Dr Lee’s doctoral thesis of 1997, and it is
heartening to see it in print. It is a
story that deserves to be well-known.
The coming of the gospel to Korea was
remarkably late. Not for nothing was
it called “the Hermit Kingdom”.
Scottish Presbyterians arrived in
Manchuria, and from 1882 to 1887
translated the New Testament into
Korean. From 1884 American missionaries, mainly Presbyterians and
Methodists, began to arrive. The
unfolding of the evangelisation of
Korea is indeed fascinating.
In 1907 revival broke out, and the
fledgling church continued to grow
despite opposition from Japanese
authorities after Japan had annexed
Korea in 1910. One distinctive feature
of work in Korea concerned the
encouragement of indigenous leadership in the church virtually from the
beginning. In the 1930s, the Shinto
shrine controversy, initiated by the
Japanese, challenged the faith of many
Korean and Western Christians. Finally
there was World War II, and the
upheaval and sadness associated with
that conflict.
A treatment of the history of Korea
after World War II would have been
equally interesting, beginning with the
tyranny of the Communist takeover of
the north from 1950.
Australian Presbyterian missionaries
played their part in all this. Over the
50 years or so covered by Dr Lee’s
book, 25 men and 53 women arrived
to work on the five mission stations
in the South Kyungsang province,
serving a population of about one and
a half million. All this came from Rev.
Joseph Henry Davies, whom the
Presbyterian Church of Victoria sent
out in late 1889, and who died of
smallpox and pneumonia after only
183 days of service. Truly, the grain of

wheat dies and bears fruit. This is a
work to be commended.
Peter Barnes is books editor of AP.

Beginnings:
The Early Chapters of Genesis
Gregory Goswell
PTC Media, 2010
Reviewed by John Davies

Am I A Christian?
James Fraser
Banner of Truth, 2009.
Reviewed by Scott Donnan

T

I

n this little book, we have a rich and
very readable exposition of Genesis
1–11. The account of creation and the
other beginnings is seen as foundational
for all that follows in Scripture. The
earth-bound character of the Genesis
narrative has important implications for
the subsequent outworking of God’s
redemptive program and for our understanding of our place in this world.
Goswell does at times buy into the discussion of the relationship of the text to
some modern concerns (scientific and
historical questions), but we are cautioned against reading too much (e.g. a
precise chronology, biological mechanisms) into the language of Genesis.
Goswell’s focus is on the character of
the narrative in its own terms, with a sensitivity to literary features, plays on
words, the significance of names and
numbers, the use of typology, and echoes
of earlier texts in later passages. The
priestly character of the creation account
is stressed — the world as sanctuary, the
connection of the time expressions to
Israel’s worship and the portrayal of
Adam as priest-king.
We are encouraged to see the thematic
connections between the early chapters of
Genesis and the rest of the Bible — themes
such as land, seed, blessing and royalty.
There is a series of 24 studies based on
the book’s sections with questions for discussion or personal reflection.
This work packs a lot into its 110 pages
and is recommended for all who wish to
have a helpful guide to their understanding of these formative chapters of
Scripture.
John Davies lectures at the Presbyterian
Theological Centre, Sydney.

his small book bristles with wisdom
on some of the bigger concerns
and questions that Christians grapple
with during their short pilgrimage – a
pilgrimage in a world where to know
Christ is to have life and to be
estranged from Him is to forfeit it.
Come witness the battle Fraser
wages against the doubts that circulate
in his weak flesh and those authored
by Satan as this earnest Christian
methodically examines his life in the
light of Scripture to see whether he
knows Christ or not. The question and
answer format provokes readers to
honest examination of themselves in
the light of Fraser’s testimony where
false assurances are exposed and biblical hopes are solidified.
Fraser writes that his first ground
for doubting the genuineness of his
faith was that his new birth seemed at
first glance to be less drawn out than
the accounts he had read of but he
helpfully answers his own fear by
recalling his new-found disdain of sin
and the natural condition and states
that when Christ was presented as
Saviour and Treasure his heart immediately closed with him wholly and
fully.
Am I A Christian? proves to be a
warm, pastoral invitation to share
Fraser’s experience, and the Puritans’
aim to reassure and build up Christ’s
body through this nourishing and
reflective work is an overwhelming success.
Scott Donnan, a theological student, worships at Revesby Presbyterian Church,
Sydney.

All books reviewed are available from the
Reformers Bookshop – Phone: (02) 9569
9857 or visit www.reformers.com.au
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Rev. Dr John Woodward Phone: (03) 5334 2909
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The one thing
Some obsessions are sinful, but some are not.

Peter Barnes

T

here are times in our lives
when one thing becomes
almost all-consuming. In his
masterful novel, Moby-Dick,
Herman Melville explored the mad
obsession of Captain Ahab for a great
white whale – an obsession which ultimately destroyed him and virtually all
his crew. In the graphic last sentences
the whale drags the boat down into the
sea, in a way similar to Satan who would
not sink to hell till he had dragged a living part of heaven along with him.
Most obsessions are indeed dangerous and destructive. Saul became so
obsessed with holding onto the kingship
that he threatened his own son,
Jonathan, and chased David throughout
the countryside, trying to kill him.
Finally, he descended to inquiring into
the future by means of consulting a
medium at Endor.
The rich man in Jesus’ parable
became so immersed in his own wealth
that he did not give death a thought. The
obvious fact that rich men have a mortality rate of 100% did not cross his
mind, and so Jesus pronounces the judgment of God upon him: “Fool! This night
your soul is required of you and the
things you have prepared, whose will
they be? So is the one who lays up treasure for himself and is not rich toward
God” (Luke 12:20-21).
When Herod Antipas first heard of
the teaching and miracles of Jesus, he
was frightened and thought that it must
be John the Baptist brought back to life
(Mark 6:16). Herod’s sins in marrying
his brother’s wife and having John the
Baptist beheaded weighed heavily on his
conscience, and obsessed him to the
point where he could not think clearly.
At other times it is not specifically
said to be an evil motive that drives an
obsession. Laban made Jacob work
seven years in order to marry Rachel,
“but they seemed to him but a few days
because of the love he had for her” (Gen.
29:20). We would not have been sur-

32

When God brings a
sinner to a conviction
of sin, that can be a time
when the sinner’s
horizon is dominated by
one thing – his sin.
prised, however, if the text had read that
the time had dragged almost interminably for Jacob.
When many of the people of Judah
were taken into exile by the Babylonians
sometime after 597 B.C., they were told
by Jeremiah to settle down: “Build
houses, plant gardens, take wives, have
children, and pray to the Lord for the
welfare of Babylon” (Jer. 29:5-7). But the
reality was hard going indeed: “By the
waters of Babylon, there we sat down
and wept, when we remembered Zion”
(Ps. 137:1).

T

he Holy Spirit brings about a conviction of sin which can obsess us
for a time. After his adultery with
Bathsheba and his virtual murder of
Uriah, David wrote: “For I know my
transgression, and my sin is ever before
me” (Ps.51:3). He had trouble thinking
about anything else, until he was
assured that God had forgiven him his
sin, and cleansed him through and
through.
When God brings a sinner to a conviction of sin, that can be a time when
the sinner’s horizon is dominated by one
thing – his sin. It may have been a lie, an
act of deceit, an act of extreme selfishness, a betrayal of a friend, a sexual
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transgression, or even an abortion. The
memory of it is not easily dimmed.
There is no cure in a false defence, but
peace is found only in open confession
before God (Ps. 32:5).
Yet there is such a thing as a godly
obsession. As Nehemiah sought to
rebuild the wall around Jerusalem, there
were conspiracies designed to divert him
from his task. He could not be moved: “I
am doing a great work and I cannot come
down. Why should the work stop while I
leave it and come down to you?” (Neh.
6:3).
David, the sweet singer of Israel, put
it more poetically: “One thing have I
asked of the Lord, that will I seek after:
that I may dwell in the house of the Lord
all the days of my life, to gaze upon the
beauty of the Lord and to inquire in his
temple” (Ps. 27:4).
The apostle Paul too could write that
“to me to live is Christ” (Phil. 1:21) and
“one thing I do: forgetting what lies
behind and straining forward to what
lies head, I press on toward the goal for
the prize of the upward call of God in
Christ Jesus” (Phil. 3:13-14). This is
indeed an obsession, but an obsession
unto life.
A sinful desire can easily take over us
and obsess us. A conviction of sin, which
is the pathway to well-being, can be as
all-consuming. Yet there is a godly
obsession with one thing. In days of
revival, Christians have known more of
this. John Wesley wrote: “I seek another
country, and therefore am content to be
a wanderer upon earth” and “I desire to
have both heaven and hell ever in my
eye, while I stand on this isthmus of life,
between these two boundless oceans”.
That is to be obsessed by the one thing
ap
that is everlasting and life-giving.
Peter Barnes is minister of
Revesby Presbyterian Church,
Sydney.

